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Abstract 
This report describes the measurement of the 235UfU isotope abundance in a 
certified UF6 sample by means of gamma spectrometry. The work was performed 
in the framework of the REIMEP-86 interlaboratory exercise. The 235UfU 
abundance value obtained from the measurements presented in this report was 
3.5005 ± 0.0031 % 235UfU which compares very well to the certified value of 
3.5001 ± 0.0010% 235UfU. The report describes in detail the experimental set-up, 
the data evaluation and the error analysis. Same hints are given to improve the 
precision and to reduce the measurement time in future experiments ofthis type. 
Gammaspektroskopische Bestimmung der 235U Isotopen-
anreicherung in einerUFsProbe (durchgeführt im Rahmen des 
Interlaboratoriumsprogramms REIMEP-86) 
Zusammenfassung 
Der vorliegende Bericht beschreibt die gammaspektroskopische Bestimmung der 
235U!U Isotopenanreicherung an einer genau spezifizierten UFs ·Probe. Die 
Messungen wurden im Rahmen des Interlaboratoriumsprogramms REIMEP-86 
durchgeführt. Die in diesem Bericht beschriebene 235U Anreicherungsmessung 
ergab 3,5005 ± 0,0031 % 235U!U, was in guter Übereinstimmung zum 
spezifizierten Wert von 3,5001 ± 0,0010 % 235UfU steht. Der Meßaufbau, die 
Datenauswertung und die Fehleranalyse werden detailliert beschrieben. Es 
werden ferner einige Hinweise gegeben, wie bei künftigen Messungen dieser Art 
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the Regular European !nterlaboratory Measurement 
Evalutation Program (REIMEP) is, like other programs of similar type, to 
demonstrate the interlaboratory spread of measurement results and to allow the 
participants to compare their results to a certified value and to the results of other 
laboratories. Extending previous programmes the present REIMEP-86 UF6 
exercise was not restricted to a particular measurement technique but includes for 
the first time both mass spectrometry and gamma-ray spectrometry as 
representatives for destructive (DA) and non-destructive (NDA) analysis tech-
niques, respectively. In case of the gamma-spectrometric assay the comparison to 
the well established and routinely used mass spectrometry provides the chance to 
demonstrate the potential of this NDA technique and to recognize the limitations 
for its application. 
Highly accurate determinations of the 235U abundance by means of 
gamma-ray spectrometry are only possible when the measurements are performed 
relative to carefully characterized reference materials. Such internationally 
certified Reference Material for NDA 235U - abundance measurements is 
available since 1985 as EC-NRM-171/NBS SRM-969 from CBNM, Geel, and from 
NBS, Washington. The measurements of the unknown REIMEP-86 UF6 sample 
presented in this paper have been performed relative to this Reference Material. 
The REIMEP-86 UF6 sample was shipped in a well characterized mone l can 
containing about 80 g UF6 as a solid sample. The areal density of the UF5 
material provided more than 99.9% of the characteritic 185 ke V gamma radiation 
perpendicular to the sample surface as compared to an infinitely thick sample. If a 
suitable collimator is used, the observed 185 ke V gamma radiation originating 
from the decay of 235U atoms serves as a direct measure for the 235U abundance of 
the sample material in such a quasi-infinite-thickness geometry. However, 
corrections have tobe applied for the different matrix composition ofthe reference 
material and the unknown UF6 sample, respectively (U3Ü8 versus UF6), for the 
different gamma attenuation in the container walls, and for counting losses due to 
pile-up and dead-time effects in the counting electronics. 
In order to evaluate the accuracy limits of the gamma-spectrometric 235U -
abundance measurement technique and to identify possible, so far unknown 
sources of systematic errors, all measurement parameters affecting the assay 
accuracy have been examined very carefully. The measurements and the data 
evaluation are described in detail in the present paper. 
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1. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
This chapter describes the sample - collimator- detector geometry and the 
counting electronics used for the measurements presented in this paper. The 
former aspect is of particular importance for the applicability of the "enrichment-
meter" principle. 
1.1. Counting geometry 
The "enrichment - meter" principle used for the gamma-spectrometric 
determination of the 235U abundance in the present paper is based on the as-
sumption that the unknown sample to be assayed is quasi-infinitely thick, i.e., 
that the surface-radiation intensity of the characteristic 185 keV gamma rays is 
almost the same as obtained from a really infinite sample of identical sample 
material (see ref. /11 ). 
Of course, in case of a limited sample size the quasi-infinite-sample condi-
tion can only be defined with respect to a collimator that Iimits the solid angle 
through which the sample surface is seen from the detector. In turn, for a given 
collimator the sample size required for quasi-infinite-thickness geometry depends 
on the density and the chemical composition of the sample material, and on the 
distance between sample and collimator. In order to simplify this complex 
multiparameter relation, the considerations in ref. /11 have been restricted to 
cylindrical shapes of sample and collimator, respectively, and to a fixed distance of 
3 mm between collimator entrance plane and sample surface (not container 
surface). Further, the quasi-infinite-sample condition has been defined in terms of 
a minimum areal density providing 99.9% of the characteristic gamma-ray in-
tensity expected from a really infinite sample in direction perpendicular to the 
sample surface. The minimum areal density for UF6 is given by (see eq. 3.3c in 
ref /11 and Appendix F in this paper): 
a , 6.908 _•I 
pare (Ul•.)= =6.68gcm-
mm o jl ( U F6 ) ( 1.1) 
where p denotes the mass attenuation coefficient. The value of 8.2 g cm-:~ specified 
for the areal density of the REIMEP-86 UF6 sample is clearly above the required 
minimum value. The problern remains to find a suitable collimator for quasi-
infinite-sample geometry. 
collimator 
height [ cm 1 1 
6 4 2 
collimator diameter I cm I 
0 
V) ~ V) "1- 1'1) "v" "v V) 
uo2 density ( g cm-3] 
....... ...... 
2 
6. = sample diameter- collimator diameter [ cm I 
Fzg. 1 Relatwn betwcen collunator dlmenswns. ~ample stze and mznunum :wmple den:-;Lly for 
U02. Da~hed lznes rn the left hand part indicate collimator geometrzes with equal gcwuna 
counting rate. Collimator geometnes in the shaded region do not ful{1ll the "quasi-infinite'· 
thickness condition for the Reference SampiesEC -NRM -171 :'N BS-SRM -969. 
(.;.;) 
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Observing the restrictions mentioned above the relation between required 
collimator diameter, collimator height, sample diameter and sample density is 
displayed in fig. 1. The left hand part of fig. 1 combines the characteristics of the 
collimator : The collimator diameters are given on the abscissa, the collimator 
heights are shown as parameters of the set of curves. Dashed lines indicate 
collimator geometries that exhibit equal 185 keV gamma counting rates. The 
right hand part of fig. 1 presents the sample characteristics given as differences 
between sample diameter and collimator diameter (always > 0), with the mini-
mum sample-density values shown as parameters of the set of straight lines. Both 
parts of the figure are connected by a common arbitrary scale. 
Fig. 1 is a more general presentation of the relation between sample size 
and collimator as compared to fig. 3. 7 in ref. /11 where this relation is given only 
for a fixed sample diameter of 7 cm. Note, that in contrast to the latter figure the 
density values given here refer to UOz instead of U30s. In order to utilize fig. 1 
also for uranium compounds other than UOz one has to use an effective, UOz 
equivalent density instead ofthe true compound density p (x): 
ll (x) 




where ll denotes the corresponding mass attenuation coefficients. Taking the Jl 
values from Table C2 in Appendix F, and using a density of 5.2 g cm :_; for the 
REIMEP-86 UF6 sample we arrive in this case at an effective sample density of 
peff (REIME? UF6 l = 4.10g crn-3 > 4gcm-
3 
Thus the dashed-dotted line drawn in parallel to the 4 g cm-3 - line in fig. 1 at a 
distance of 3.5 cm (corresponding to the sample diameter) shows the maximum 
permissable collimator configurations for the REIMEP -86 sample. Of course, any 
collimator parameters below this line will also satisfy the quasi-infinite-thickness 
condition at the expense of a lower counting rate. However, any collimator 
configuration above this line will violate this condition. 
For the measurements presented in this paper we have used a collimator 
with 2 cm diameter and 2 cm height. It can be deduced from fig. 1 that this colli-
mator- sample configuration does fulfill the quasi-infinite-thickness condition for 
3.5 cm-diameter samples. It should be noted that the data presented in fig. 1 have 
been calculated for 3 mm distance between sample and collimator, and for 2 mm 
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aluminium absorber between sample and collimator. In the present 
measurements the sample-collimator distance is slightly larger (4 mm instead of 
3 mm). However, this effect is compensated by the higher photon attenuation in 
the additional 2 mm thick monel layer causing a stronger forward peaking of the 
gamma-ray flux entering the collimator, and by a safety margin used for the 
effective sample density (4.0 g cm-3 instead of 4.1 g cm-3). 
Lead Collimator 








PE Distance Ring 
Lead Shielding 
Ge (Li) Detector 
Fig. 2 Schematic view ofthe sample- collimator- detector arrangement 
Fig. 2 shows schematically the sample- collimator- detector- arrangement 
used for the measurements. The lead shielding has been rigidly fixed to the flange 
of the detector cap in order to prevent variations of the distance between 
collimator and detector. Also the 241 Am source has been fixed to the collimator by 
means of screws to provide a geometrically stable reference gamma source. Not 
shown in fig. 2 are the calibration disks that are positioned between sample 
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container and collimator. The calibration samples with 2 mm aluminium bottom 
have been measured with the 2 mm monel calibration disk, the UF5 sample with 
2 mm monel bottom has been measured with the 2 mm alumini um calibration 
disk, so that in all measurements the gamma rays had to penetrate always 2 mm 
monel and 2 mm aluminum before entering the collimator. In fig. 2 the counting 
arrangement is given for the case of the calibration samples, in case of the UF6 
sample, exhibiting a smaller diameter, a tighter polyethelene centering ring has 
been used. 
1.2 Counting electronics 
A schematic view of the counting electronics ranging from the detector to 
the multichannel analyzer is given in fig. 3. A medium size Ge(Li) is used for the 
detection of the gamma rays penetrating the collimator. Through a prearnplifier 
with resistive feedback the signal is transfered to a main amplifier providing 
semi-gaussian shaped output pulses. Thesepulses are analyzed in a Wilkinson-
type ADC running with 80 MHz. The analyzed pulse heights corresponding to the 
energies of the gamma rays registered in the detector are stored and evaluated in 
a computer-controlled multichannel analyzer (MCA). The gamma spectra have 
been stored to magnetic disk for later evaluation. 
A digital spectum stabilizer has been added to the system in order to 
improve the reliability of the measurements. The gamma peak at 59 keV 
originating from the 241Am reference gamma source attached to the collimator 
(see fig. 2), and the 185 ke V gamma peak from the decay of 235U, present in all 
samples assayed, have been used as reference peaks for the digital stabilizer. In 
addition, pulser signals from a high-precision pulse generator with adjustable 
rise- and fall-time are fed into the preamplifier and are treated by the pulse-
processing chain in the samemanneras signals originating from gamma events in 
the detector. The signals from the electronic pulser may serve as an indicator for 
the stabil:ity of the system and may be used for second-order corrections as 
demonstrated in Chapter 3 ofthis manual. 
It is of special importance to carefully supervise the frequency of the almost 
periodic pulser. Therefore the number of pulser events during measurement time 
as well as the real measurement time must be recorded in order to arrive at the 
true mean pulserrate during assay time. This has been achieved here by feeding 
the digital trigger output of the pulser (having a fixed amplitude of 4.5 V) to a 
second ADC running in parallel with the spectrum ADC. This results in a 
background-free spectrum with a single peak corresponding to the 4.5 V of the 
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Bias Supply Dig. Spectr. 
Wenzel Stabilizer 




Ge( Li)- Amplifier Unipolar ln ADC 1 and 




" ND 6620 1-
(;; 
"' :; :; 
a. 0 
Puls er ADC 2 Trigger ln 
BNC 
DB2 Out ND 571 
Fig. 3 Schematic view ofthe counting electronics used 
input signal. Note that no pulse pile-up is possible in this particular case of a 
periodic pulser. The integrated number of pulser events and the real counting 
time have been printed out but have not been recorded to magnetic disk. From 
both values the mean pulse rate is evaluated and is used for pile-up and dead-time 
corrections relative to the pulser. Since the printer failed during measurements 
#35 to #40 no correction ofthistype could be clone in these cases. 
The multichannel analyzer was always operated in live-time mode, i.e., the 
MCA timer is gated off in its high-frequency part whenever the MCA is busy with 
analyzing and storing of an event. Thus the preset live time is simply the sum of 
time intervalls during which the system is not busy. The real measurement time 
is the sum of the preset live time plus the system-busy time. Note that no pile-up 
rejection circuit was implemented in the pulse-processing chain since the total 
counting rate ofless than 1 kcps in all cases looked comparatively low. 
Table 1 displays the type, the manufacturer, the settings and the main 
characteristics of all electronic components used in the measurements. 
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TABLE ~ COUNTING ELECTRONICS USED. 
CHARACTERISTICS AND SETTING~ 
DEVICE 
DETECTOF; 
PF:EAt•lPL I F I ER 
HV SUPPL'~ 









HUCLEAR OATA 57:1 
DIGITAL SPECTR. NUCLEAR DATA 595 
STABIL I ZEF: 
PULSEF~ 
ADC2 
<PULSEF: DIG. ) 
t·lUL TI CHANt·~EL 
ANAL'T'ZEF: 
BNC 082 
NUCLEAR DATA 57:1 
NUCLEAR OATA 6600 
PARAMETERS / REMARKS 
GE•~LI) 
SINGLE OPEN-ENDED COAX 
ACTIVE VOLUME = :18 CCM 
ACTIVE DIAMETER = 3. :l. CM 
DEPLETION LAYER = :1. 2 - :1. 4 CM 
WINDOW = 0. 5 MM AL 
CAP-DET DISTANCE = 8 MM 
RESISTIVE FEED-BACK 
POT. = 5. 6 < + 2250 V ) 
COARSE GAIN = :100 
FINE GAIN = :l.a 0:1 
SHAPING TIME = :l. MICROSECOND 
BLR = AUTO 
DELA'r' = ON 
NEGATIVE INPUT 
UNIPOLAR OUTPUT 
GF:OUP = 4K 
CONVEF:SION = 41< 
LLD = 0. 04 
ULD = :10. IZ10 
ZEF:O = 1. 45 
DIG. OFFSET = OFF 
ZEF:O <59 f(EV) : 
CENTER CHN = 480 
~·J I NDOI·J -= 6 
F:ATE = 2 
GAIN <:185 t<EV>; 
CENTER CHN = :1820 
loJ I NDOl·l = 6 
F:ATE = 2 
FREQUENCY = 140 HZ 
t·lODE = F.:EP 
RANGE = :l.V 
HOF:t·lAL I ZE = 0. 0 
AMPLITUDE = 9. 725 
RISE TIME = a 2 MICROSECC~DS 
FALL TIME = :1000 MICROSECOHDS 
F:EFERENCE = I NT 
ATTENUATION = X2 / X:l.O 
GROUP = 512 
CONVEF5 I ON = 2f( 
LLD = 0. 20 
UU> = 9. 80 
DIG. OFFSET = OFF 
LIVE-Tit1E t10DE 
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2. THICKNESS CORRECTION FOR CONTAINER WINDOWS 
Basically the enrichment-meter principle relies on the absolute determina-
tion of the characteristic gamma-counting rate emitted by a quasi-infinite sample 
into a fixed solid angle. In practice the 185 ke V gamma counting rate of the 
unknown sample is measured relative to the corresponding counting rates ob-
served from well specified calibration samples. Since in NDA applications the 
gamma radiation is always measured through the container wall it becomes clear 
that the attenuation of the gamma rays in the wallwill directly affect the observ-
able 185 ke V gamma counting rate and thus the assay result. It is therefore 
required that the container windows through which the gamma radiation is 
measured are identical for the calibration samples and for the unknown sample as 
well, orthat appropriate corrections are applied that account for different gamma 
attenuation in the container walls. 
In our case the container materials of the UFs sample and of the reference 
samples are quite different - 2 mm monel and 2 mm aluminium, respectively -
resulting in about 20% differing gamma attenuation. In order to keep the required 
attenuation correction small, we have measured the reference samples with an 
additional monel absorber and, vice versa, the UF6 sample with an additional 
aluminium absorber, thus providing nearly identical windows for all measu-
rements, namely about 2 mm monel plus 2 mm alumini um. 
For high-precision measurements the effect of the still remaining wall-
thickness differences has to be examined in more detail. Using the correction 
factors given in the REIM:EP-86 data sheet: 
- 3.4% per 1 mm alumini um and 
-13 % per 1 mm monel, 
we arrive at an estimate for the accuracy of the wall-thickness determination 
required to keep this contribution to the relative error of the enrichment assay 
below our target value of ± 0.05% : 
± 0.015 mm for alumini um and 
± 0.004 mm for monel. 
The window-thickness data specified in the Dimensional Control Sheet in 
case of the Reference Samples, and in the REIMEP-86 Data Sheet in case of the 
UF6 sample (for both see Appendix E) are well within the above tolerance limits. 
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TABLE 2 CONTAINER-BOTTOM TH I CKNESS MEASUREMENTS. 
ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENTS <US> RELATIVE TO 
:1.. 9950 MM AL AND TO 2. 0000 MONEL DISKS, 
MICROMETER MEASUREMENTS <MS). 
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"' 131'33 * 
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"' 51'25 .. 




!<------------- 2 CM ------------->! 









UF6 AL D I SK MONEL lq SK 
US < MM) 115 <11M) 115 ü1t·U 
II 1 :1.. 984 1. 976 :1.. 985 :1.. 995 2. üOO 
II 2 1. 991 :1.. 982 1. 984 1. 993 1. 999 
II 3 1. 982 :1.. 98:1. 1. 984 :1. 995 2. OL1ü 
II 4 1. 987 1. 98:1. :1.. 984 1. 995 2. OüO 
II 5 1. 98:1. 1. 982 1. 983 1. 995 2. 000 
II 6 1. 986 1. 979 :1. 981 1. 995 2. (H30 
II 7 1. 981 1. 979 1. 979 1. 995 1. 999 
II 8 1. 986 1. 979 1. 978 1. 995 2. Ü(H) 
II 9 1. 983 :1.. 988 1. 990 :1.. 995 2. 000 
11:1.0 1. 979 1. 989 :1.. 990 
11:1.1 :1.. 980 1. 992 :1.. 984 1. 995 1. 999 
1112 :1.. 980 :1.. 990 1. 992 
1113 1. 985 1. 992 1. 985 1. 995 :1.. 9:?9 
1114 1. 982 1. 99:1. 1. 988 
#15 :1.. 985 :1.. 99:1. :1.. 989 1. 995 :1.. 999 
1116 :1.. 989 1. 992 1. 992 
#:1.7 1. 993 1. 992 1. 992 2. 004 
#:18 1. 992 1. 992 1. 991 2. 003 
1119 1. 993 1. 992 1. 991 2. 002 
#20 :1.. 995 :1.. 990 1. 99:1 2. 003 
112:1 1. 989 :1.. 977 1. 982 
#22 1. 987 1. 982 1. 983 
#23 1. 987 1. 986 1. 984 
tl24 :1.. 987 1. 979 :1.. 981 
*'25 :1. 980 :1.. 985 1. 981 
#26 :1. 979 1. 977 1. 981 
1127 :1.. 983 :1.. 978 :1. 979 
lt28 1. 989 1. 980 1. 978 
#29 :1.. 982 1. 989 :1.. 987 
1130 1. 979 1. 992 1. 981 
1131 :1.. 98:1. :1. 989 1. 986 
#32 :1. 982 1. 987 :1.. 985 
#33 :1.. 980 1. 991 1. 985 
1134 1. 985 :1.. 987 :1.. 988 
#35 1. 984 1. 990 1. 984 
!136 1. 978 1. 983 :1.. 983 












1. 995 2. 00(1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
ZEISS PRECISION PASSA~lETER MEASUREMENTS 






These wall-thickness values along with the stated uncertainties are summarized 
in the upper part of Table 3. Note that we have used a very narrow collimator of 
2 cm diameter only. Therefore only the thickness values in the central region of 
the counting window have been used in case of the Reference Samples, the mean 
value ofwhich is labeled X5 in the Dimensional Sheets. 
Facing the extremely low tolerance limits for the thickness of the counting 
windows we have decided to validate the stated values by own measurements. For 
the thickness measurements we have used an ultrasonic thickness gauge, in case 
of the calibration disks additional measurements have been performed using a 
micrometer and a high precision Zeiss Passameter. The corresponding precisions 
obtained at the 1 a level are: 
± 0.001 mm for the ultrasonic thickness gauge, 
± 0.001 mm for the micrometer, and 
± 0.0005 mm for the Zeiss Passameter. 
The calibrations of the ultrasonic thickness gauge have been maderelative to the 
thickness of the corresponding calibration disk determined from the Passameter 
measurement. 
The results of our measurements are displayed in Table 2. The upper part of 
the table shows schematically the position of the measurement pointsrelative to 
the container label imprinted on each Reference Sample. The mean values and the 
RMS errors are given at the bottom ofthe table. Note that the RMS error presents 
a conversative error estimate because it does not account for real inhomogeneities 
in the window thickness of the Reference cans that are clearly observed within the 
precision limits of the uhrasonie thickness gauge. For the thickness values of the 
calibration disks we have used the more accurate data from the Passameter 
measuremen ts. 
The final results of our thickness measurements and the associated errors 
are shown in Table 3 along with the corresponding values from the Dimensional 
Control Sheets ofthe EC-NRM-171-008 Reference material and ofthe REIJMEP-86 
UF6 sample, respectively. Comparing both data sets one recognizes a small 
disagreement for the thickness of the aluminium calibration disk and for the 
monel bottom of the UF 6 con tainer, tha t is outside the sta ted 1 o errors. W e ha ve 
therefore performed the data evaluation described in the following chapters for 
both sets of thickness values independently. Table 4 shows the corresponding 
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TABLE 3 THICKNESS OF SAMPLE CONTAINER BOTTOMS 
AND CALIBRATION DISKS 
t1ATEF;IAL TH I CKNESS <11M> 
+- RI1S EP.ROR <11M) 
[)EVIATION FROt1 
REFERENCE <MICRON> 
A> THICKNESS FROM CERTIFICATE EC-NF:~l-171-0108 C-<5> 
AtlD FF:Ot1 UF6 RE I 11EP-86 C• H1Et-6 I Otl SHEET APP. 6 
FOR U3Ct::S t1EASUREMEtHS : 
~10NEL DISf~ 2. 000 +- 10. 001 0 +- 1 <REF. ) 
AL 80TTOt·1 11446 1. 983 +- 0. 005 - 17 +- 5 
AL 80TTOt·1 11295 1. 988 +- 0. 002 - 12 +- 2 
AL 80TTOt·1 11194 1 983 +- 0. 0(17 - 17 +- 7 
FOR UF6 t1EASUF:EMENTS · 
AL DISK 2. 000 +- 0. 003 0 +- 3 <REF. > 
t10NEL 80TTot1 UF6 2. 000 +- 0. 001 0 +- 1 
8) THICKNESS FROt1 ULTRASOI·HC AND MICROMETER 11EASUREt1ENTS 
PEF:FOF:f1ED AT KFI< 
---------------------------------------------------------------
FOR U:S08 11EASUF:EMEIHS : 
1•10NEL C>ISf< 2. 0(1(10 +- e. 0005 0 +- 0. 5 <REF. ) 
AL 80TT0~1 11446 1. 985 +- 0. 004 
-
10 +- 4 
AL 80TTOt1 11295 1. 986 +- 0. 005 - 9 +- 5 
AL 80TT0~1 11194 1. 985 +- 0. 0(15 - 10 +- 5 
FOR UF6 MEASUREt1ENTS: 
AL [•!51:: 1. 9:?50 +- a. '21005 0 +- (1. 5 <REF. ) 
110NEL 80TTOt1 UF6 2. 003 +- 0. 001 + 3 +- 1 
correction factors used to compensate for different attenuation of the 185 keV 
gamma rays in both cases. 
It can be seen from Table 4 that the corrections required are comparatively 
small ( = 0.05% ). Wehave therefore neglected any second order correlations like 
the collimator - dependent effective mean pass length of the gamma rays through 
the container wall that adds another correction of < 0.005% to these correction 
factors ( see ref. /11 Appendix A.3 ). Also the uncertainties ofthe linear attenuation 
coefficients given have been neglected. 
TABLE 4 CORRECTION FOR ATTENUATION OF ~95 KEV GAMMAS 
IN CONTAINER BOTTOMS AND CALIBRATI.ON DISKS. 
ATTENUAT I ON OF 185 KEV GAI·1t1A F.:A'r'S <RE I ~lEP-86 APP. 7 /APP. NDA-1) : 
3:. 4 ;-; PER 1'11·1 ALUt'll tH Ul1 USED 
- 13: ;~ PER Mt1 t10NEL USED 
-------+-------------------------------+----------------------------
SAf1PLE 1 CORRECT I ON I COF:F:ECTI ON I I 
PLUS [' It1ENS IONS FROt1 CEF:TI F I CFITE D H1ENS I OtlS FF:Ot1 UL TF:ASOtH t_ 
OISK ANC> RE!t1EP-86 AF'PENC,IX 6 t1EASUREMENTS FIT I<FK 
-------+-------------------------------+----------------------------
II 446 
+ t10HEL! 0. 99942 +- 0. 100021 0. 99966 +- 10. 00015 
II 295 + MONEL! 0. 99959 +- 0. (101015 0. 99969 +- 0. o0018 
II 1.94 
+ ~10NEL 1 0. 99942 +- 0. 10oo27 0. 99966 +- 0. 00018 
UF6 + AL 1. 000100 +- 0. 100o17 1. 00039 +- 0. 001013 
-------+-------------------------------+----------------------------
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A specialproblern that we faced in our ultrasonic thickness rneasurernents 
should be rnentioned: Whereas the ultrasonic rneasurernents of the alurniniurn 
layers created no problerns we observed that the rneasured thickness values ofthe 
UF6 rnonel bottarn slightly increased (by a few rnicron) frorn the center of the 
counting window towards the outer diameter. A sirnilar effect was observed also 
with the ultrasonic rneasurernents of the calibration disk though the passameter 
rneasurernents assure a thickness hornogeneity ofbetter than ± 0.0005 mm. So far 
we have no explanation for this effect. Thus we have restricted our rneasurernents 
to the central region of the counting window in case of the UF6 rnonel bottarn as 
can be seen frorn Table 3. Doing so we arrive at a window thickness of 2.003 + 
0.001 mm for the UF6 rnonel bottorn, a value that is clearly outside the 
specification of 2.000 ± 0.001 mm given in the REIMEP data sheet. Nevertheless 
we have used the forrner value for the attenuation data set ll shown in Table 4 
that is the basis of our finally reported 235UfU abundance value 
For the case that our ultrasonic thickness deterrnination of the rnonel is 
erroneous, and an equal thickness of both the lJF6 rnonel bottarn and the rnonel 
calibration disk can be assured by other rneans, then our reported 235U 
% enrichrnent value has tobe lowered by 0.0014, i.e, instead of 
3.5005 ± 0.0031% 235UfU abundance, as reported, 
we would get then 
3.4991 ± 0.0031% 235UfU abundance. 
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3. DATAEVALUATION 
This chapter describes the evaluation ofthe 185 keV counting rate from the 
peak counts observed in the measured MCA spectra and from the measurement 
live time. It also comprises corrections for pulse losses due to dead-time and pile-
up effects. Finally the calibration procedure is summarized. 
3.1 Evaluation of net-peak counts 
Standard procedures have been used for the evaluation of net peak areas 
from the measured spectrum. A complete program listing and a thorough descrip-
tion of the input parameter is given in ref. /2/. Here we summarize the salient 
points only. 
All relevant measurement parameters are written to an analysis file on 
magnetic disk prior to the start of the actual measurements. The informations 
required for data analysis are always taken from this file. The content ofthe file is 
given in fig. 4. It comprises the number of peaks to be analysed and their 
characteristics like energy, position in the MCA spectrum, background windows 
on the low- and high-energy side of the respective peak, the type of background 
subtraction tobe applied, and the information whether the peakshall be used for 
ANALYSIS FILE ELMT.A2 
11 NUMBER OF INTEGRATIONS : 
21 NORMALIZATION TO REFERENCE PEAK IN REGION : 
LIVE TIME OF THE REF. MEASUREHENT <SECI 
COUNTS IN REFERENCE PEAK : 
F.RROR OF REFERENCE PEAK <COUNTS> : 
31 INTEGRATION WIDTH IN FWHH<KEVI PELOW AND ABOVE 
THE PEAK POSITION : 








F'OS BGL !CHI BGR 
479 376 397 498 
1374 1306 1327 1419 
1582 1535 1555 1603 
1819 1745 1767 1843 
2672 2626 2650 2696 
11 FEB 1987 11:35:08 AH 
16 FEB 1987 3:21:53 PM 


















evaluation of the FWHM as a function of energy, and wether i t is a pulser peak or 
not. Moreover the analysisfilealso contains the indicator for a reference peak that 
may be used for normalization purposes. We didn't make use of this option for 
reasons that will be discussed in the next section. 
Another important parameter is defined in the analysis file: the integration 
width in units of FWHM. This integration window determines the limits for the 
channel-content summation after subtraction of an appropriate background. It 
should be noted that, in cantrast to the background windows, this window is not 
fixed, but its position and width is derived from the peak centroid and the FWHM 
fitted individually for each actually measured spectrum and for the respective 
peak. Integration is performed in fractions of channels by linear interpolation. We 
have selected a width of 2.2. FWHM units for the peak-summation window 
according to the recommendation given in ref. /11. This setting provides a good 
signal-to-background ratio with an acceptable susceptibility to peak-parameter 
variations. The window is placed symetrically to the peak centroid and comprises 








18572 keV ( mu) 
184 186 
Energy (keV) 
Fig. 5 Window settings for the 185 keV peak 
188 
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A typical example for the setting of the peak- and background windows, for 
the step-like background subtracted and for the evaluated net-peak area is shown 
in fig. 5 for the spectral region around the 185 ke V peak originating from decay of 





ACGU I F:E 
START 
16 FEB 1987 3:24:06 PH 
ELAPSED LIVE ELAPSED REAL 
TIHE ISEC> TIME ISECl 
MESS .U2'?B1 31/ 1/1987 15: 9:5s "30000. 30711. 
SLO~·E IE\'/CH> 
~IFFSfT lt\EV> 




UNEAF: REGRESSION <FWHH> 
FIT COEFF. 
CORF:, COEFF, : 
ROI BACKGROUN(I WHHIOWS STEP 
<CHANNEL> /LINE 
376 397 498 506 s 
'2 1306 1"327 1419 1428 L 
3 1~35 1~55 1603 1619 s 
4 1745 1767 1843 1857 s 
5 2626 26'50 2696 2714 L 
















































A short description of the flow of the data evaluationprogram is summa-
rized below: 
1) Linear energy calibration using the two gamma peaks with lowest and 
highest gamma energy in the analysis file as reference peaks. 
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2) Subtraction of a smoothed step-like function as a background approxi-
mation below the peak of interest (see ref. /3/). The boundary conditions 
for this step function are taken from the adjacent background windows. 
3) Determination of peak centroids for the peaks of interest usmg a 
gaussian fit to five channels around the peak maximum. 
4) Determination of the energy resolution of selected gamma peaks in the 
spectrum (FWHM, FWTM FWFM Full Width at Half-, Tenth-, 
[iftieth- Maximum). 
5) Calculation of net-peak counts by channel-content summation of the 
background-corrected spectra within a window 2.2. FWHM units wide 
around the peak centroid. 
A typical print-out of the evaluationprogram is shown in fig. 6. 
3.2. Correction for pulse Iosses 
Gamma-spectromectric 235U abundance measurements are based on the 
accurate determination of the characteristic 185 ke V gamma counting rate. 
Therefore, dead-time and pulse pile-up causing counting losses in the measured 
185 keV peak require careful corrections. Countermeasures and correction 
methods are described in detail in ref. /1/. One of the proposed methods is the 
normalization ofthe 185 keV counting rate relative to the counting rate observed 
in a reference peak. In the following two subsections we discuss the stability ofthe 
reference peaks in uur measurements and the correction procedure finally applied 
in our data evaluation. 
3.2.1 Stability ofreference peaks 
Pulselosses can be corrected for ifwe relate the counting rate in the peak of 
interest to the counting rate in a reference peak. However, a prerequisite for this 
method is that the input counting rate of the reference source is extremely 
constant or can be exactly measured. If we assume that the reference pulses 
underly the same counting-loss process as the peak events of interest do, then we 
can simply normalize the counting rate observed in the peak of interest to a 
constant counting rate in the reference peak, e.g., if the reference-peak counting 
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rate observed in an actual measurement is 10% higher than in the reference run 
we have to divide all peak counting rates in this spectrum by a factor of 1.1, etc. 
Note however that in cantrast to random gamma pulses the assumption of an 
identical pulse-loss behaviour for all pulses processed is not exactly fulfilled in 
case of a periodically running electronic pulser since such pulser pulses cannot 
pile up with each other. This will be discussed in the next Sub-Section 3.2.2. 
In our measurements we have used two different reference-pulse sources: 
1. a 241Am gamma source attached to the collimator at a fixed distance 
from the detector, and 
2. an electronic pulser fed into the test input ofthe preamplifier. 
As mentioned above the normalization procedure to a reference peak necessitates 
a very stable input pulse rate to the counting system: Instabilities in the input 
pulse rate of the reference source will directly propagate into instabilities of the 
normalized counting rate in the peak of interest. It is therefore of utmost im-
portance to verify the stability ofthe inputpulse rate ofthe reference source. 
Normally one cannot directly observe the input pulse rate for a gamma 
source. In this case one has to provide an invariable counting geometry and a 
gamma source with a comparatively long half-life in order to assure a constant 
input rate. In cantrast to this, for an electronic pulser one can measure exactly the 
inputpulse rate by means of an external counter and timer. These steps have been 
taken for both reference-pulse sources used as described in Chapter 1 of this paper. 
Besides the pulse-rate constancy also the stability ofthe input amplitude of 
the reference pulse has to be observed. Whereas this is assured from physical 
principles of the detection process in case of a gamma source it may pose problems 
in case of an electronic pulser. As schown in Table D 1 in Appendix D we have 
indeed observed a slow drift in the amplitude ofthe pulser corresponding to a shift 
of the pulser-peak position of ± 4 channels in the spectrum during the measure-
ment period. In cantrast to this the positions of the two gamma peaks at 59 keV 
and 185 ke V which have been used for digital stabilization purposes have been 
found to be extremely stable: The RMS deviation from the mean value of the 
respective peak positions was only 2% of a channel through all measurements 
performed. Also the stability of the energy resolution of the system or, corre-
spondingly , of the peak-shape parameters is of particular interest. Variations of 






I I llL 
0.0 1----U-1-1+--1~, ~+-++4f--l--t-!.f+ht+-t-J-H+-l:---i 
11185 keV -0.4 j 
10.1 15.1 20.1 25.1 30.1 1.2 
date of measurement 
Fig. 7 Relative deviations of uncorrected peak counting rates from their respective 
mean values shown for the pulser peak. the 59 ke V peak of241 Am and the 
185 keV peak of235U (normalized to 1 % 235U!U isotope abundance) 
Tables D2 and D3 in Appendix D. It should be noted that in our particular data 
evaluationprogram instabilities of peak position and energy resolution play only 
a secondary role because the position and width of the integration windows are 
always adjusted to the actual peak maximum and FWHM determined for each 
peak and each measurement individually. 
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Facing the impossibility to observe the gammainputrate directly we have 
plotted in fig. 7 the relative deviations of three output counting rates from their 
respective mean values as a function of the measurement date. These output 
counting rates refer to the uncorrected net-peak areas evaluated from the spect-
rum and to the live-time of the corresponding measurement. The figure shows 
from top to bottom the pulser counting rate, the counting rate in the 59 keV peak 
from the 241Am reference source, and the 185 keV peak counting rate normalized 
to 1% 235UfU abundance. The error bars given refer to the uncertainties in the 
background subtraction and to counting statistics. 
Ideally all three counting rates should exhibit a similar behaviour since 
they all suffer from the same pulse-loss mechanism. Fig. 7 clearly demonstrates 
that this was not observed. Whereas the 185 ke V counting rate was fairly stable, 
the counting rates in our "reference peaks" show variations of about ± 0.5%, and 
these variations are not correlated. From this finding we must conclude that our 
reference sources arenot sufficiently stable tobe used for normalization purposes. 
In case of the pulser the variation of the true inputrate (measured by an external 
counter/- timer) is also shown in fig. 7 in form of a histogramme. A comparison of 
both pulser rates demonstrates that the observed variation of the pulser rate is 
really caused by frequency instabilities of the electronic pulser. The observed 
instability of the 241Am reference source was somewhat discouraging as we had 
taken a lot of efforts to keep the counting geometry stable. The effect may be 
explained by the extreme sensitivity even tosmall distance variations if detector 
and source are located in close vicinity and a 2n geometry is used. We must 
conclude that the detector position relative to the flange of the detector cap that 
serves as reference point for the position of the gamma source is not invariably 
fixed but is susceptible to the filling level of liquid nitrogen and to mechanical 
schocks. 
Therefore, a simple counting-loss correction by normalization to a reference 
peak could not be performed for the present measurements due to the apparent 
instabilities of our reference sources that are far away from the desired accuracy 
level. However, in case of the pulser we ha ve observed both the true in pu t rate and 
the peak counting rate in the MCA spectrum. The ratio of these two values can 
give the required information for pulse losses. This method has already been 
mentioned in ref. /11 for normalization to randomly triggered pulsers. It will be 
discussed in more detail in the following Sub-Section. 
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3.2.2 Dead-time and pile-up correction 
This Sub-Section gives some more information on the impact of system 
dead-time and pile-up effects on the result of the 235U enrichment assay and it 
describes the correction procedure applied for the present REIMEP-86 UF6 mea-
surements. 
As shown in the previous section the direct normalization of the value of 
interest - here the 185 ke V peak counts - to a reference peak failed due to 
instabilities (geometrical and electronic, respectively) of both reference sources 
used for the measurements. In order to further investigate the effect of counting 
losses, fig. 8 shows again the relative deviation of the uncorrected 185 ke V peak 
counting rates from their mean value, this time along with the total gamma 
counting rate observed for the corresponding measurements. The 185 ke V 
counting rates have been normalized to 1% 235U abundance, the mean values of 
successive measurements of identical samples are indicated by dashed lines. 
Though somewhat hidden in the counting statistics one can clearly observe an 
anticorrelation between total gamma counting rate and 185 ke V peak counting 
rate, i.e., with increasing total gamma counting rate the 185 ke V counting rate 
decreases, the effect is about 0.2% for a variation of the total counting rate by 
130 cps only. Considering our goal of highest possible assay accuracy this effect 
cannot be tolerated, thus we have to look more carefully for the interdependence of 
total counting rates and peak counting rates. 
Fig. 8 shows also the percentage correction finally applied to the observed 
185 keV peak counting rates, anticipating the results ofthe considerations in this 
Sub-Section. The corrected peak counting rates are calculated from 
f.11B5 = f.11B5 . c 
corr peak el (3.1) 
where the correction factor Cet is derived from the true pulser inputrate p and the 
pulser-peak counting rate Ppeak obtained from the spectrum accumulated during 
the measurement live-time: 
* 




Note that capital Ieiters (N, P, N, P, ) describe counts and counting rales, respectiuely, 
obserued in the MCA spectrum, whereas smallletters (n, p) denote true input counting ra/es 
that would be obserued with ideal electronics not suffering from dead-time and pile-up 
effects. 
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total gamma counting rate 
tJ. 185keV counting rate (uncorrected) 
10.1 15.1 20.1 25.1 30.1 1.2 
date of measurement 
Fig. 8 Totalgamma counting rate, variation ofuncorrected 185 keV peak 
counting rate (normalized to 1 % 235U abundance) and correction for 
counting lasses versus counting date 
A more detailed description of the notation is given below. It can be estimated 
from fig. 8 that this correction reduces the counting rate dependence of the 
185 keV peakrate significantly. Note the different scales in fig. 8 for the 185 keV 
counting rate variation and the correction, respectively. 
In the following we discuss a simple model for a better quantitative under-
standing of the impact of dead-time and pile-up effects on the peak counts in 
gamma peak and the pulser peak, respectively. We follow here to some extent the 
arguments and considerations given in ref. /4/. Let us first define some relevant 
terms: 
dead-time TD 
is the sumofall time intervalls during that the system is not ready to accept 
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incoming pulses because it is busy with processing and storing of a previous 
event, thus causing counting losses for those events that occur during the 
dead-time. Dead-time effects increase with increasing total input counting 
rate. Since in our pulse processing system we have no pulsed feed-back 
preamplifier and no pile-up rejector, the system dead-time is determined by 
the characteristics of the ADC/MCA only. 
live-time TL 
is the sum of all time intervals during which the system is ready to accept 
incoming pulses, i.e., when it is not busy. 
real-time or clock-time TR 
is then simply the sum oflive-time and dead-time. 
live-time operation ofthe MCA 
is available for most MCA's: In this mode the high frequency part of the 
system timer clock is gated off during dead-time thus prolongating the real 
counting time by the dead-time. The live-time operation mode eliminates 
dead-time effects almost completely if the time distribution of incoming 
pulses is governed by Poisson statistics which can be assumed for gamma rays 
from radioactive decay of istotopes with long half-lives. This dead-time 
correction method fails, however, for non-random events like periodically 
running pulsers as shown below. 
real-time operation ofthe MCA 
is based on a continuously running system clock m cantrast to live-time 
operation where the system clock is gated off during dead-time. 
pulse pile-up 
is observed when the time interval between two or more succeeding pulses is 
so short that the pulses will partly or totally overlap and the multiple pulse 
presented to the analyzer is treated as one event. Of course, pile-up events 
result in distorted pulse amplitudes being analyzed and stored in the MCA 
spectrum. Thus an event that would have been registered in the peak if no 
pile-up occured is removed from the peak by pile-up. Pile-up will affect the 
peak counting rate of gamma pulses and pulser pulses as weil. 
In our measurements we have operated the MCA always in live-time mode, as 
recommended in ref. /11, however the measurement real-time is also simulta-
neously recorded in the MCA. 
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If both the gamma pulses and pulser pulses are presented to the input of the 
counting system and the MCA is operated in live-time mode, then the real coun-
ting time TR is simply the sum ofthe system's live-timeTLand the dead-time due 
to processing of gamma or pulser events, TDg and TDp, respectively: 
TR = TL + TIJ + TD (3.3) g p 
By definition we attribute to the pulser dead-time all those processed events 
where the pulser is involved: undistorted pulser events, pulser events contami-
nated by gamma interference, and gamma events disturbed by pulser interfer-
ence. 
First we consider the effect of dead-time and pile-up on the pulser-peak counts 
observed in the MCA spectrum. A constant-repetition-rate pulser differs from a 
"random" gamma source in two respects: 
1) a pulser pulse cannot pile up with another pulser pulse, and 
2) a pulser pulse will never find the system busy with processing of a 
previous pulser event. 
From 1) we conclude that the probability to find an undistorted pulser event is 
equal to the probability that no gamma event is observed during the critical time 
interval t1 araund the pulser event which is given by 
-nt 
W = e 1 
nun- pile- up pulser 
(3.4) 
where n is the total gamma input rate. The critical time interval tz during which 
the appearance of another pulse will disturb the amplitude of the pulse being 
analyzed, is also called I pulse-pair resolving time I ofthe MCA or I pile-up inspec-
tion time 1 • Its value depends on the width and shape ofthe pulses presented to the 
analyzer, and on details of the analyzer logic (e. g., pulse-peak detector). As a 
rough estimate we can assume that t1 is equal to the pulse width. We assume that 
the pulse widths of gamma- and pulser-pulses are equal. If a pile-up rejector is 
used in the pulse-processing chain, its resolving time and internallogic must also 
be taken into account. 
From 2) we see that the time the pulser will find the system live is just the 
real counting time TR minus the time during which the system is busy with the 
processing of gamma events (see eq. 3.3): 
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TL = TH - TD = TL + TD (3.5) p g p 
Therefore the number of pulser events expected in the pulser peak during the real 
counting time TR is given by 
-ril 
P = p · TL · W = jJ · (TL+ TD ) · e 1 
pealz p non- pile- up pulser p 
(3.6) 
where jJ is the true pulser input rate that is measured externally by use of a 
coun ter/timer. 
The system dead time TDp due to the processing of undistorted and distorted 
pulser events, Ppeak and Pnon-peak, respectively, is given by 
TD = t2 p -L + t'2P -L p petu< nun- peUR (3.7) 
where t2 is the conversion time ofthe ADC (inclusive overhead such as latency and 
storage time) for an undistorted pulser event, t2' is the corresponding value for 
conversion of a distorted pulser event. In order to simplify the calculations we 
assume that 
t' = t 2 2 
(3.8) 
i.e., that the processing time for a pile-up contaminated pulser event is equal to 
the processing time for an undisturbed pulser pulse. Whereas this assumption is 
justified for an ADC with fixed conversion time, it is not true for a Wilkinson-type 
ADC: Pulse summing of unipolar pulses will always cause the amplitude of a 
distorted pulser event tobe higher than that of an undistorted event, thus resul-
ting in a Ionger conversion time. On the other hand, considering our definition of 
TDp and considering the possibility that gamma- and pulser-pulse do only partly 
overlap, it may happen that the peak detector of the ADC will lock on the 
amplitude of a leading gamma event being smaller than that of the pulser, thus 
resulting in a shorter conversion time. This time jitter of t2 'depends on peculiar-
ities of the pulse processing system and, to some extent, on the pulse-height 
distribution of the spectrum being analyzed. However, for a comparatively small 
pile-up probability of less than 1% in our case, eq. 3.8 seems tobe an acceptable 
a pproxima tion. 
We further assume that the ratio of disturbed to undisturbed pulser events is 




11011- peak (3.9) 
= 
p peak 
and we define the observed pulser-peak counting rate as the number of pulser 







Combining eqs. 3.6 - 3.10 we finally arrive at an expression for the observed 
pulser-peak counting rate: 




1 -p' t 2 
(3.11) 
Similar considerations are now applied to counts observed in a gamma peak 
in the MCA spectrum, in our case the counts in the 185 keV peak originating from 
the decay of 235U. The probability to find a gamma event not disturbed by pile-up 
is given by the combined probability of non-pile-up with a pulser pulse and non-
pile-up with another gammapulse: 




using the same notation as above. The time a gamma event finds the systemlive is 
equal to the real-time minus the dead time due to processing of garrrma and pulser 




The peak counts in the 185 keV peak observed in the MCA spectrum during real-
time TR, or correspondingly, live-time TL is then given by: 
(3.14) 
where n)85 is the true input peak counting rate that would be observed in the 
MCA spectrum with an ideal analyzer exhibiting no dead-time and pile-up effects. 




. lß5 N 
N =:-
Tl~ 
we getan expression for the observed 185 keV-peak counting rate: 
-rit Jil IH5 - • 1!)5 o . t l 1 
-n · -p 1 ·e 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
Combining eqs. 3.11 and 3.16 we arrive at the pile-up and dead-time-corrected 




Comparing eqs. 3.2. and 3.17 we find that the correction used in our data evalua-
tion and the more exact correction given in eq 3.17 differ by the factor K: 
K= (3.18) 
that describes different counting lasses for gamma-peak counts and pulser-peak 
counts, respectively. Note that for a constant-repetition-rate pulser (p = const. ) 
with fixed amplitude the factor K is also a constant because the parameters t2 = 
conversion time for a pulser event, and t1 = pulse-pair resolving time are then 
fixed characteristics of the pulse-processing system, and do not depend on the 
counting rate of the input gamma spectrum. Therefore the correction for pile-up 
and dead-time applied in the present data evaluation according to eq. 3.2 seems to 
be justified. 
It will be of interest to compare the predictions of our model with the experi-
mental results. For this we rewrite eqs. 3.11 and 3.16 to present the relative 
deviations of the observed peak counting rates from the true input counting rates 
for the pulser and the 185 keV peak, respectively. Expanding the expressions into 
power series and neglecting nonlinear terms- which can be done for small pile-up 
and dead-time effects (about 1% in our case) - we get the following relations for 
both peak counting rates: 
p . 
peak -p 
= -nt 1 + jJt 2 
N. lß5 ·185 -n 
. 185 
n 
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Fig.10 Relative deviations of observed 185 keV peak counting rates from the 
corrected mean value versus total gamma counting rate ( open circles). 
Corrected values according to eq. 3.1 are given by closed circles. The 
corresponding peak counting rates in units of counts per second live-time 
are given on the right-hand scale. 
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Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20 show that the relative deviations of the observed peak counting 
rates from the input counting ratesarelinear functions of the total gamma input 
rate exhibiting the same slope but different offsets. Because we cannot directly 
observe gamma input counting rates, instead of n)RS in eq. 3.20 we refer to the 
mean value of the corrected 185 ke V peak counting rates according to eq. 3.1. Note 
that all 185 ke V counting rates are normalized to 1% 235t_; abundance. For the 
relative deviation of the observed 185 ke V counting rate per% enrichment from 
this mean value we obtain: 
• 185 • 185 N -N 
corr (3.21) 
Comparing eqs. 3.19 and 3.21 we expect the same functional dependence of the 
relative deviations for both types of peak counting rates when plotted versus total 
gamma counting rate ri. The experimental results are displayed in fig. 9 for the 
pulser peak (corresponding to eq. 3.19) and in fig. 10 for the 185 keV peak 
(corresponding to eq. 3.21). The data points given are mean values of 
measurements with same total gamma counting rates, the error bars represent 
the RMS errors from repeated measurements. The total gammainputrate ri has 
been estimated from the total nurnber of events registered in the MCA during live-
time TL reduced by the pulser rate. The straight lines given in both figures have 
been obtained from weighted linear least-squares fits of the data. From these fits 
we can derive the system parameters t1 and t2 using the mean pulser inputrate 





from fig. 9 
tJ = (10 ± 1). 10-6 s 
l2 = (51 ± 4). 10-6 s 
from fig. 10 
lf = (12 ± 3). 10 6 s 
t2 = (60 ± 13) ·10-6 s 
Within the error limits the values of t1 and t2 compare quite well for the two types 
of peak counting rates considered indicating that our model is not in conflict with 
the experimental results. As expected the corrected 185 ke V peak counting rates 
in fig. 10 are less dependent on the total gamma counting rates than the 
corresponding uncorrected values. Remernhering the physical meaning of the 
parameters !7 and t2, the fitted values do not look very unrealistic: As mentioned 
above the pulse-pair resolving time is approximately equal to the total pulse 
width. For an amplifier shaping time of 1 l..lS used in the present experiments the 
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total pulse width from the fit would then be about 10 times the shaping time which 
is a normal value for semi-gaussian filtering. The fitted pulser-pulse conversion 
time t2 of about 50 ps also compares quite weil to the ADC conversion time of 38 JlS 
calculated from the ADC manual considering that the latter value does not 
include the transfertime to the MCA and the corresponding overhead. 
In our data evaluation we have used eq. 3.1 for dead-time and pile-up correc-
tion instead of the correct formula given in eq. 3.17 assuming that the factor K 
defined in eq. 3.18 is constant. This assumption is not strictly fulfilled because the 
pulser frequency varied by ± 0.5% during the measurements. Using the fitted 
values of t1 and t2 we can getan estimate ofthe impact ofpulser-rate variations on 
K and thus on the assay result. From Table D4 in Appendix D we g·et for the input 
pulserrate p and its variations: 
p = (140.79 ± 0.37) cps 
(± 0.26%) 
. I# 1) p llllll \ = 139.98 cps ( -U.58<;~.) 
Pmax(#44) = 141.46cps ( +0.48%) 
resulting in the corresponding values and variations of K: 
K = (1.008611 ± 0.000023) K 
11!1!1 
1.008561 ( -0.005%) 
(± 0.0023%) K 
11!QX 
1.008652 ( + 0.004%) 
The variation of K is well below our desired accuracy level. Therefore the use of 
the moresimple dead-time and pile-up correction according to eq. 3.1 isjustified in 
our case thus avoiding the evaluation of the parameters t1 and t2 required for the 
more exact formulat 3.17. 
If- for whatever reasons- the pulser rate is varied strongly then one should 
use eq. 3.17 instead of eq. 3.1 for dead-time and pile-up correction. In this case the 
determination of the required parameters is possible in a simple way from two 
measurements performed in addition to the routine assay: 
1) measurement ofthe pulser alone: p = 0, n = 0, recording TL and TR, and 
the background-free pulser-peak counts. From eqs. 3.5 - 3.11 we obtain for 
this particular case : 
p 
)A'Ok 





1-p"t = 2 TR 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
2) measurement of a gamma source alone (either the actual RM or an 
unknown uranium sample): p = 0, n =F 0, recording the net-peak counting 
rate (per live-time) of a prominent gamma peak, here the 185 ke V peak of 
the uranium sample. From eq. 3.16 we get 
1!:>5 ·185 -h/1 N = n e 
wzthuut pulsa 
(3.26) 
3) routme measurement with pulser and gamma source (same sample as in 
measurement 2 must be used- equal n): p * 0, n +- 0, recording net-peak 
counting rate (per live-time) ofsame gamma peak as in 2). Now we get 
• I"" !''" N ov = n ov. o - j;t l · 
with pul>er I 
From eqs. 3.26 and 3.27 we obtain the desired values of(l- pt1) and t1 : 
I -pl = I 
• 185 
N with pulser 
• 185 
N. I w!lhuut pu ser 
• 185 N. 
wzth pu/o·er 






Once the constants t1 and t2 are known one can do the corrections of further rautirre 
assays according to eq. 3.17 using the true pulser inputrate p and the pulser-peak 
counting rate Ppeak recorded in the MCA spectrum. 
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Summary of Section 3.2 : 
For highly accurate gamma-spectroscopic 235U enrichment assays the count-
ing losses due to pulse pile-up and system dead-time must be corrected for, even at 
the comparatively low counting rates observed with this NDA technique. The 
simple correction by normalizing the peak counting rate of interest to a constant 
peak counting rate in a reference peak failed in our measurements due to insta-
bilities ofthe reference sources used (241Am and electronic pulser). 
The counting-rate instability of the reference gamma source attached to the 
collimator is most probably caused by small distance variations between source 
and detector during the measurements. The counting geometry used - small 
source-to-detector distance and 2n radiation characteristic of the gamma source-
is extremely susceptible to distance variations. Instead of this geometry we will 
use in future measurements a highly collimated gam.ma reference source with the 
beam axis directed towards the center of the detector crystal hoping to arrive at a 
better counting rate stability. 
The dead-time- and pile-up-correction with reference to an electronic pulser is 
possible and was applied for the data evaluation presented in this paper. However, 
due to frequency instabilities of the pulser used this could be achieved only at the 
cost of an external counter/timer for the determination of the true pulser input 
rate. Therefore it seems to be desirable to put a special wish on the "letter to 
Santa-Claus", i.e., the electronics industries, namely to provide a real "high-
precision" pulser with a guaranteed stability ofbetter than 10-4 in repetitionrate 
and amplitude under all working conditions (temperature, line voltage), quartz-
controlled with digital parameter selection (avoiding error-prone switches and 
pot's) and with selectable rise- and fall-time to allow the matehing ofpulser pulses 
to the shape of gamma pulses. 
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3.3 Calibration 
Once the correction for pulse lasses due to the counting electronis and for 
wall-thickness differences are made as described in the previous sections we ex-
pect a linear relationship between the corrected 185 keV peak counting rate and 
the 235U/U enrichment: 
enr% = A · N1H5 + C. 
corr wt (3.30) 
where the parametereint accounts for interfering gamma rays from the decay of 
the 238U daughter 234Pa. For low enriched uranium and 234Pa being in secular 
equilibrium with 238U (about 30 days after chemical separation) the value of Cint 
is estimated in ref. /1/ to 
C = 0.001 (enr%) 
tnl 
The determination of the parameters A and eint for the assay system to be 
calibrated is generally performed by measurements of suitable reference mate-
rials with known 235U/U abundance. For our calibration measurements we have 
used samples #194, #295 and #446 ofthe setNo. 008 ofthe Reference Material 
EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969 that is specially designed for gamma-spectrometric 
235U enrichment assay (quasi-infinite samples) and exhibits very tightly 
specified 235U/U abundance values and a well characterized sample canning 
(see Appendix E). 
The sequence of the calibration measurements with embedded measurements 
of the unknown UF6 sample is given in Table 5. The table also shows the number 
of repeats and the preset live-time for each measurement. In order to test the 
stability of our assay system we have subdivided the series of measurements into 
two groups: group 1 comprises measurement #1 to #46, group 2 measurement 
#4 7 to #61. The data evaluation, the calibration and the determination of the 
235U enrichment have been performed for both groups independently. In addition 
to this wehaveclone the evaluationalso for all measurements # 1 to #61 together, 
resulting in three different data sets being used. The corresponding total counting 
times and the total number of 185 keV peak counts accumulated are displayed in 
Table 6 which may give an impression ofthe effort spent for the measurements in 
the present REIMEP-86 exercise. 
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TA8LE 5 MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED WITH CALI8RATION SAMPLES 
AND REIMEP-86 UF6 SAMPLE. 
-------------+------------+----------------+---------------------t·lEASUF~EMENT NUMBER OF ! SAMPLE COUNTI NO TI ME 
NR REPEATS <SECONDS> 
-------------+------------+----------------+---------------------
11 ~ - 11~0 ~0 RM 4. 5 % 20 000 
~~~~ - 1120 ~0 RM 1 0 % 30 000 
1121 - 11?0 ~0 RM 2. 0 % 45 000 
IIJO - 1146 ~0 <~6)* UF6 30 000 
114? - 1151 
#52 - #56 




Rt1 4. 5 % 
UF6 





TA8LE 6 TOTAL COUNTING TIMES AND TOTAL ~85 KEV NET COUNTS 
ACCUMULATED IN THE MCA SPECTRUM. 
----------------------+--------------------+---------------------
C'ATA SET COUNTI NG TI ME 
<HOURS> 
~85 KEil COUNTS 
<MILLION COUNTS> 
----------------------+--------------------+---------------------
1 FIRST 40 (46>* MEASUREMENTS : 
----------------------+--------------------+---------------------
CALIBRATION RUNS <JO) 1 27a ~ H ! 219 MIO 
UF6 RUNS C10/~6*) ! 8~ 1 H <~3& ~ H) ! ~ 2 MIO <~~ 7 MIO) 
ALL RUNS (40/46+) 1 35~ 2 H (40& 3 H) ! 31 ~ MIO C3a 6 MIO) 
----------------------+--------------------+---------------------
2 LAST ~5 MEASUREMENTS 
----------------------+--------------------+---------------------CALIBRATION RUNS (~0) 1 7~. ~ H a 0 MIO 
UF6 RUNS (5) 42. 5 H 4. 6 MIO 
ALL RUNS (~5) ! ~1l. 7 H ! ~~ 6 MIO 
----------------------+--------------------+---------------------
3 ALL 55 (6~)* MEASUREMENTS : 
----------------------+--------------------+---------------------CALIBRATION RUNS (40) ! 34~. 4 H 1 32. 0 MIO 
UF6 F:UNS <~5;'21+> ! ~27. 6 H <178. 7 H:> ! ~3. 7 MIO <19. 2 MIO> 
HLL F:Ut6 (55/6~+') 1 468. 9 H <520. 0 H) ! 45. 7 MIO (5~. 2 MIO> 
----------------------+--------------------+---------------------
+) FOF: t·tEASUREMENTS 1*35 TO #40 THE EXTERNALLY DETERmNED TRUE COUNTING 
PATE OF THE F'ULSER HAllE NOT SEEN RECOPC•ED DUE TO A PRINTER FAULT. 
THEREFORE THESE t1EASUREI1ENTS HAllE BEEN INCLUDED IN THE EVALUATION 
F'ROCEDURE ONL'r' IN THOSE CASES (~HERE NO NORMALISATION TO THE PULSER 
COUIH ING RATE I S F'ERFOF~t·1ED. THE CORRESF'OND ING COUNTI NG TI MES AND 
TOTAL ~85 KEV COUNTS ARE GIIIEN IN BRACKETS. 
The calibration has been performed following the procedure given in Section 
5.4.3 in ref. /11 and outlined in the BASIC program ER2FIT in Appendix E of 
ref. /11. Only minor changes have been made to the version ofER2FIT listed in /11: 
The variance and covariance values are not multiplied by omega-square, and 
omega-square is set arbitrarily to 1 if the degree of freedom is zero. The program 
ER2FIT calculates the linear least-squares-fit solution for the parameters A and 
Cint in eq. 3.20 taking into account that both variables - the stated 235U 
enrichment value and the 185 ke V counting rate- are subject to errors. The former 
uncertainties have been taken from the certificate accompanying the Reference 
Material (see Appendix E of this paper). Note that the program ER2FIT expects 
the errors at the 1 a level as input so that the uncertainties given in the certificate 
at 2 a have tobe divided by a factor of 2. 
When using the program ER2FIT one should consider that it is based on the 
assumption that all input values are independent from each other. In repeated 
measurements this condition is not fulfilled for the observations of the 235U 
enrichment and of the wall thickness because these values are unique for a 
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particular sample and they are not determined independently anew for each 
repeat in cantrast to the gamma counting rate. It is therefore recommended to 
evaluate first the mean values of 185 keV counting rates from repeated 
measurements of each particular sample and then to use these mean values as 
input to ER2FIT in order to provide independence of input data and to arrive at 
correct error estimates ofthe calculated fit parameters. 
Two independent error estimates have been obtained for the counting statis-
tics in the 185 keV peak: 1. from the peak evaluation ofthe spectral data for each 
measurement, 2. from the variance of repeated measurements. Though the 
differences of both error estimates turned outtobe comparatively small we have 
performed the calculations for both types of error estimates separately. Note that 
the uncertainty from the wall-thickness determination has tobe added to the error 
due to counting statistics to arrive at the total counting-rate error being input to 
ER2FIT. 
In order to investigate the impact of the various corrections applied we have 
further carried out the data evaluation with and without correction for counting 
lasses, and using both the wall-thickness values from the data sheets and from our 
own ultrasonic measurements. 
The different data-evaluation conditions can be grouped m the following 
scheme: 
a) no correction for dead-time and pile-up effects, 
correction for dead-time and pile-up, 
b) wall-thickness correction from data sheets, 
wall-thickness correction from own measurements, 
c) counting errors from peak evaluation, 
counting errors from repeated measurements, 
d) measurements #1 to #46 only, 
measurements #47 to #61 only, 
all measurements. 
Out of these conditions all possible combinations have been formed resulting in 24 
different data sets. Foreach ofthese data sets the calibration and the evaluation of 
the 235U/U abundance has been performed individually. 
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The input data and the results of the 24 calibration runs are given in Appen-
dix B. The tables and printouts are self-explaining and do not require detailed 
comments. The Tables B1 to B4 in Appendix B display the corrected 185 ke V 
gamma counting rates of individual calibration measurements evaluated 
according to combinations of conditions a) and b) given above. The errors are given 
at the 1 a Ievel. Besides the total error of the 185 ke V peak counting rate also its 
two constituents are shown : the error due to counting statistics and the 
uncertainty from the wall-thickness correction. The statistical counting error is 
taken from the spectrum evaluation of a single measurement. It comprises the 
variance ofthe peak counting rate, the error from background subtraction and the 
error from pulse-loss corrections if applicable. The tables B1 to B4 also show the 
stated 235U enrichment values of the respective Reference Material used. The 
given 235U enrichment uncertainties refer to the 1 a errors from the Certificate. 
Following each of the Tables B1 to B4 the unweighted mean values ofthe 
185 ke V counting rates from the Reference Materials involved are listed along 
with the associated errors (two types of errors according to condition c above). The 
calibration has been performed for three different groups of measurements (see 
condition d above), so that finally from each of the Tables D1 to D4 six different 
sets of calibration parameters have been derived. 
Note that in the printouts ofthe programme ER2FIT given in Appendix B the 
calibration parameters A and Cint of eq. 3.20 are denoted as "slope" and "offset", 
respectively. The variance and covariance values of"slope" and "offset" are shown 
at the end of the respective printout and will be used to determine the calibration 
error at the 185 ke V counting rate ofthe unknown sample as described below. 
The quality of the fits- i.e., the consistency of the data and of the associated 
errors with the assumption of a linear model including a fixed gamma-interfer-
ence term C;nt = 0.001 - has been tested as described in Section 5.4.4 in ref. /11 : 
All fitted values of Cinl passed the t-test, and also the omega-square test - if 
applicable. It shows that our data are in good agreement with the assumed linear 
relationship between the 185 keV gamma counting rate and the 235U/U 
abundance. 
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4. EVALUATION OF 235U/U ISOTOPE ABUNDANCE 
The 235U abundance is obtained by inserting the corrected 185 keV gamma 
counting rate observed from the measurement of the unknown sample into eq. 
3.30 given in the previous Section using the parameters A and Cint from the 
corresponding calibration run. Note however, that we have to account for different 
gamma attenuation in the UF6 samples and the U30s Reference Material used 
for calibration ofthe assay system. This matrix attenuation correction factor 
K = 1.0231 
m 
has tobe applied to the corrected 185 keV gamma counting rate ofUF6 material in 
order to normalize it to the 185 ke V counting rate of U 30s- the material used for 
calibration. The value of Km given is taken from the data sheets REIMEP-86 
App. 7 (see Appendix E of the present paper). A possible error for the matrix 
attenuation factor Km is not accounted for in the present data evaluation. 
Normalization ofthe 185 keV counting rate from the UF6 sample is done by 
N= :K . f.1185 
m corr all (4.1) 
where N185corrall is the observed 185 keV counting rate corrected for wall-thickness 
differences (see Table 4) and- if applicable- for counting lasses due to pile-up and 
dead-time (see eqs. 3.1 and 3.2). Using the abbreviation 
C= :C 
znt 
and eq. 4.1 we arrive at a corresponding form of eq. 3.30 for the UF6 samples: 
enr% = A · N + C 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
where the calibration constants A and C must be taken from the particular 
calibration run observing the same evaluation conditions. The error estimate for 
the 235U!U abundance obtained from eq. 4.3 is given by: 
j 2 2 • • 2 • I ~ enr% = A · ~ N + N · uar(A) + 2 N · cou(A, (,) + uar(C) (4.4) 
The uncertainty ofthe 185 keV counting rate t::.N comprises both the countingrate 
error and the wall-thickness correction error as well. The variance and covariance 
values are taken from the corresponding calibration runs. The first term of the 
square root in eq. 4.4 represents the error due to the measurement ofthe unknown 
UF6 sample, the remaining three terms are considered as calibration error. 
The 235U!U abundance of the unknown UF6 sample has been determined 
following the same scheme of evaluation conditions as outlined in the previous 
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Section. Therefore we obtain 24 different 235U/U values for the UF6 sample 
according to the selection of various data sets and of various corrections applied 
using the corresponding 24 sets of calibration constants evaluated under same 
conditions .. The calculations are documented in Appendix C. The tables and 
listings given are mostly self-explaining, they show the corrected 185 keV 
counting rates of individual measurements of the UF6 sample, the associated 
errors, the mean values of the counting rates and the 235U/U abundance values 
finally obtained. Besides the estimate of the total error of the 235U enrichment 
also the two constituents - measurement error of UF6 sample and calibration 
error, respectively- are listed in Appendix C. 
TA8LE 7 235U % A8UNDANCE VALUES 08TA1NED FROM OAMMA-
SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF THE REIMEP-86 
UF6 SAMPLE USING DIFFERENT DATA SETS AND 08-
SERVING VARIOUS DATA-EVALUATION CONDITIONS. 
ESTIMATES OF TOTAL ERRORS AT 1 SIGMA LEVEL 
(68 % CONFIDENCE) ARE QIVEN 8ELOW 235U A8-
UNDANCE VALUES AT CORRESPONDINQ DECIMALS. 
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------------+ 
DATA DATA DATA 
CONC.'ITlONS OF FROM FIRST FROM LAST FROM ALL 
CoATA EVALUATION MEASURE- MEASURE- MEASURE-
MENTS ONLY MENTS ONLY MENTS 
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------------+ 
! COUNTHK:i-ERROF: ESTII1ATES FROM SPECTRUI1 EVALUATION 
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------------+ 
NO COUNTING TH1E CORRECT I or~. 3. 5046 3. 5000 3. 5034 
THICKNESS FROM DATA SHEETS 17 25 15 
NO COUNTING TII1E CORRECT I ON, 3. 5054 3. 5009 3. 5042 
THICKNESS MEASUREC:• AT KFK 16 24 15 
COUtHING TH1E CORF:ECT I ON, 3. 5007 3. 4970 3. 4996 
THICKtiESS FROM C.>ATA SHEETS 20 26 17 
COUNTING Tll1E COF:RECT I ON, 3. 5014 3. 4979 3. 5004 
TH I CKNESS t·1EASURED AT KFK 19 26 17 
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------------+ 
! COUNT ltiC:i-ERF:OF.: EST H1ATES FF:ot-1 F:EF'EATED MEASUREME~HS 
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------------+ 
I 
t·IO COUNTING TH1E COF:RECT I ON, 3. 5049 3. 5000 3. 5036 
THICYNESS FF:ot1 C>ATA SHEETS 18 23 16 
tlO COUNT ItiG TH1E COF:F:ECT I Ot·L 3:. 5')56 :;;, 5009 3. 5043 
T"Hll_t-:NESS t·1Ef1·.::.UF:ED AT I<FK l.7 22 15 
COUNTINC:i TIME CORF:ECT I ON, 3. 5009 3. 4970 3. 4997 
THICKNESS FF:Ol1 DATA SHEETS 17 21 15 
COUNTING TIME COF:RECT ION, 3. 51316 3. 4979 3. 5005 ... 
THIU:NESS t·lEASUP.ED AT KFK 17 21 15 ... 
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------------+ 
+ 23:5U ;.; ABUNC•ANCE 1/ALUE AND ASSOCIATED ERF:OR REPORTED TO CBNM OEEL 
The results of all 24 calculated 235U/U abundance values and the associated 
errors at the 1 a level are summarized in Table 7 along with the matehing data-
evaluation conditions. It can be seen from Table 7 that the differences of 
corresponding 235U/U abundance values calculated with the two counting-error 
estimates (type I: from spectral evaluation of single measurements and type 11: 
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from the variance of repeated measurments), are very small. They correspond to a 
mean bias of 
Bias (counting error estimate ll!I) = + 0.0001 enr% ( + 0.003% rel.) 
for counting-error estimate type II as compared to type I. This difference 1s 
considered as statistically not significant. It demonstrates that both types of 
independent error estimates are in good agreement. Thus in the following we have 
somewhat arbitrarily used the mean value of the 235U/U abundance and of the 
associated errors obtained with the two different types of counting-error 
estimates. Also the graphic presentation of the assay results shown in fig. 11 and 
the final 235U/U abundance value reported to CBNM Geel refer to these mean 
values. 
From Table 7 we can also extract information on the impact of the two differ-
ent types of wall-thickness corrections performed (see Chapter 2): type I: all wall-
thickness values from data sheets, and type II: all wall-thickness values from own 
ultrasonic measurements,. The resulting bias is 
Bias (wall-thickness corr. IIII) = -0.0008 enr% (- 0.023% rel.) 
with correction type I as compared to correction type II which is finally used for 
the reported 235U/U abundance. It should be noted here again that we had 
difficulties in measuring the wall thickness ofthe monel bottom ofthe UF6 sample 
(see Chapter 2): Our measured value was about 3 pm thicker than that of the 
reference monel disk supplied with the REIMEP-86 sample, whereas the data 
sheet indicates identical thickness of both monel items with uncertainties of 1 pm 
only. Assuming same wall thickness for the UF6 sample bottarn and for the 
reference monel disk, and using the thicknes values from our own measurements 
in all other cases we arrive at a third type ofwall-thickness correction. Compared 
to this correction our reported 235U/U abundance value has a positive bias of 
Bias (wall-thickness corr.ll!III) = + 0.0014 enr% ( + 0.04% rel.). 
This demonstrates that the thickness of the counting window of the sample tobe 
measured must be very carefully controlled in order to arrive at highly accurate 
assay results. 
The most important contribution to systematic errors in the present meas-
urements is due to dead-time and pile-up effects. Table 7 shows that the 235U/U 
abundance values calculated without counting loss correction exhibit a positive 
bias of 
Bias (without/with counting loss corr.) = + 0.0036 enr% ( + 0.1 %). 
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Therefore, counting-loss corrections should be applied to the measured 185 ke V 
peak counts even at the comparatively low counting rates normally observed with 










































235U!U abundance of the REIMEP-86 UF6 sample obtained from 
different measurement-data sets using various corrections. Errors are 
given at the 2 a level (95% confidence). 
1) No counting-loss corrections, walZ thickness from data sheets 
2) No counting-loss corrections, walZ thickness from KfK measurements 
3) Correction for counting lass, walZ thickness from data sheets 
4) Correction fro counting loss, walZ thickness from KfK measurements 
* 235U!U abundance value and associated error reported to CMNM Geel 
It may also be of interest to observe the time dependence of the assay results. 
Though the number of measurements is too small to get valid information at the 
desired accuracy level we may compare the 235U/U abundance value obtained 
from the first 46 measurements tothat independently evaluated from the last 15 
measurements. The former value is about 0.1 % higher than the latter one. This 
difference is slightly outside the range expected from the counting statistics, 
however it does not give a clear indication foratime dependence of the measure-
men t resul ts. 
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The results shown in Table 7 obtained from different data sets, different 
evaluation conditions and different corrections applied are displayed in fig. 11. 
The data given in the figure are mean values of the corresponding data in the 
upper and lower half of Table 7. The error bars shown present the total uncer-
tainty of the 235U/U abundance values at the 2 o level (95 % confidence) in 
cantrast to Table 7 that gives the errors at the 1 o level. These errors comprise the 
stated uncertainties of the 235U/U values of the Reference Material used for 
calibration, the uncertainties introduced by wall-thickness corrections, counting 
statistics and, if applicable, by pulse-loss corrections. The certified 235U/U 
abundance value for the REIMRP-86 UF6 sample and its error are indicated by 
horizontallines in fig. 11, the relative deviations from this value are given on the 
right-hand scale in the figure. 
The data shown in fig. 11 clearly demonstrate that pulse losses due to dead-time 
and pile-up effects contribute in our measurements the most important fraction to 
the systematic error. Applying pulse-loss corrections and using all measurement 
data we finally arrive at three different values of the 235U/U abundance of the 
REIMEP-86 UF6 sample according to different data for the container-wall 
thickness: 
1. Wall-thickness values from data sheets: 
3.4997 ± 0.0033% 235U/U 
2. Wall-thickness values from measurements at KfK: 
3.5005 ± 0.0031% 235U/U 
3. Wall-thickness values from measurements at KfK, except for the 
monel bottom of the UF6 sample whose thickness is assumed here to 
be identical tothat of the monel calibration disk: 
3.4991 ± 0.0031% 235U/U. 
Closing this Section, Tab. 8 shows the contribution of various errors to the 
final accuracy of the gamma-spectrometric 235U/U abundance determination of 
the REIMEP-86 UF6 sample given in terms of absolute and relative errors at the 
2 o level. It can be deduced from Table 8 that in our measurements we have 
brought down the counting error to the same magnitude as the contribution ofthe 
remaining uncertainties. Further, it can be seen that the errors due to the cali-
bration and due to the measurement of the unknown sample, respectively, are 
approximately equal. Note however that an extremely long counting time of about 
500 hours was required to arrive at this goal. 
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TABLE 8 CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS ERRORS TO FINAL ACCURACY 
OF THE GAMMA-SPECTROSCOPIC 235U ABUNDANCE DETER-
MINATION OF THE UF6 SAMPLE REIMEP-86. 
<UNCERTAINTIES ARE GIVEN IN TERMS OF ABSOLUTE AND 
RELATIVE ERRORS AT 2 SIGMA = 95 % CONFIDENCE. ) 
-------------------------------+-------------------------------------ABSOLUTE 235U RELATIVE 235U 
SOURCE OF ERROR ABUNDANCE ERROR ABUNDANCE ERROR 
< 3. 5005 +- . . . ) < :V. ) 
-------------------------------+-------------------------------------1) ERRORS DUE TO CALIBRATION USINO REFERENCE MATERIALS : 
-------------------------------+-------------------------------------ERROR DUE TO UNCEF~TA I N.T I ES 
OF NRM 235U ABUNDANCES : +- Q 0016 Q 046 :V. 
EF.:ROR DUE TO THIC~<NESS 
UNCEF~TA I NT I ES OF t-JF~t·1 BOTTOMS +- 0. 0007 0. 021 :V. 
courHING ERF;OF~S 
FF~Ot·l PEA~< EVALUATIONS +- 0. 0015 0. 044 :V. 
(FF~OI'l REF'EATED t1EASUF~Et1ENTS :) ! < +- 0. 0017 0. 050 :V. ) 
ALL CALIBRATION ERRORS 
AT 3. 5 ~~ 1_1235 ABUNDANCE +- 0. 0i)23 0. 067 :V. 
<SEE ABOVE) < +- 0. 0025 0. 071 :V. > 
-------------------------------+-------------------------------------2) ERRORS DUE TO UF6 SAMPLE MEASUREMENTS : 
-------------------------------+-------------------------------------
ERROR DUE TO THICKNESS UNCERT-
AINTY OF UF6 SAMPLE BOTTOM +- Q 0009 0. 026 :V. 
COUNT I NG ERF:ORS 
FROM PEAK EVALUATIONS 
<FROM REPEATED MEASUREMENTS ;)! 
HL ... L Er-;.:F:OF::::; FF:OI·l F:E I t·1EP-c:6 
UF6 SAMPLE MEASUREMENTS : 
<SEE ABO'•/E > 
I 
+- 0. 0021 
< +- 0. 0013: 
+- 0. (1023 
< +- 0. (:1\315 
0. 061 :V. 
0. 036 :V. > 
0. 066 r. 
0. 044 r. > 
-------------------------------+-------------------------------------3) ERROR CONTRIBUTION OF 80TH CALIBRATION- AND UF6-MEASUREMENTS : 
-------------------------------+-------------------------------------ALL ERRORS EXCEPT 
COUNTING ERRORS *) : +- 0. 0020 0. 057 :V. 
ONLY COUNTING ERRORS 
FROM PEAK EVALUATIONS 
<FROM REPEATED MEASUREMENTS ;)! 
I 
+- 0. 0026 
< +- 0. 0021 
0. 075 :V. 
0. 061 :V. ) 
---------·----------------------+-------------------------------------
********************************************************************* 
TOTAL EF:ROF~ : 
============= (VALUES IN BRACKETS REFER TO 
COUNTING-ERROR ESTIMATES 
FF~Ot·l REPEATED t1EASUREt1ENTS. ) 
+- 0. 0033 
< +- 0. 0029 
0. 094 :V. 
0. 084 :V. ) 
------------------------~------+------------------------------------
*> DOESN'T INCLUDE UNCERTAINTY OF THE MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR 
KM = 1. 0231 GIVEN IN REIMEP-86 AP~ 7/AP~ NDA-1 THAT ACCOUNTS FOR 
DIFFERENT GAMMA ABSORPTION IN THE UF6 SAMPLE AND THE UJ08 NRM'~ 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The REIMEP-86 exercise has shown that gamma-spectroscopic 235U/U 
abundance measurements can deliver assay results with a relative accuracy of the 
order of 0.1% at the 2 a level (95% confidence). This accuracy can only be achieved 
when the assay system is calibrated with adequately specified reference material. 
In our measurements the calibration was performed using the Reference Material 
EC-NRM-171 for gamma-spectroscopic 235U enrichment assays providing a 
certified accuracy of about 0.05 % relative with respect to the 235U/U isotope 
abundance. 
The "enrichment-meter" principle applied for the measurement is based on 
the exact determination of the characteristic 185 ke V gamma-radiation intensity 
emitted from a "quasi-infinite" 235U bearing sample. The method is therefore 
susceptible to violations of the "quasi-infinite" sample c~ndition, to varying 
gamma attenuation in the counting windows ofthe sample containers used, and to 
counting losses introduced by the electronic pulse-processing. A general scheme 
for the selection of counting geometries providing the "quasi-infinite-sample" 
condition is given in Chapter 1 of this report. The counting set-up used for the 
present measurements assures this condition for all samples assayed. The wall 
thickness of the sample containers used - Reference Material and UF6 sample as 
well - have been remeasured at KfK by means of an ultrasonic thickness gauge 
(Chapter 2). The final 235U/U abundance value of the REIMEP-86 UF6 sample 
reported to CBNM Geel refers to these measured thickness values. The evaluation 
of the 185 keV net-peak counting rate and the correction for counting losses are 
described in Chapter 3 of the report. It should be noted that the counting-loss 
correction contributed the most important fraction to all corrections applied to the 
raw measurement data. 
The total counting time spent for the measurements presented in this report 
was about 500 hours, more than 50 000 000 counts have been accumulated in the 
185 keV peak ofthe measured spectra. The best value ofthe 235U/U abundance of 
the REIMEP-86 UF6 sample - evaluated from our measurements and reported to 
CBNM Geel was 
3.5005 ± 0.0031 % 235U/U (measured at KfK) 
where the total error is given at the 2 a level, ie., the true 235U/U abundance value 
is expected tobe enclosed within the error limits with a probability of 95 %. The 
total error given comprises uncertainties due to counting statistics, due to wall-
thickness measurements and due to the limited accuracy of the Reference 
TABLE 9 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COUNTING SET-UP USED FOR 
REIMEP-86 UF6 SAMPLE COMPARED TO A VIRTUAL SET-UP 
OPTIMIZED FOR SHORT COUNTING TIME. 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------REII1EP-86 UF6 OPTir1IZED SET-UP 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------SAMPLE PARAMETERS : 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------SAI·lPLE [)IA11ETER : 3. 5 Cl1 6. 0 CM 
MI~ RECOMMENDED >t<) 
UF6 SAMPLE MASS : 
ACTUAL UF6 SAMPLE MASS 
UF6 SAMPLE DENSITY : 






5. 1. G CM 
-2 
e. 2 G CM 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------COLL II1ATOR PARAMETERS : 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------COLLI11ATOR DIAI·lETER 2 Cl1 4 CM 
COLL II1ATOR HEIGHT 2 CM 2 CM 
2 2 
ENTRANCE AREA : 3. 14 CM 1.2. 6 CM 
I':EL COLL HIATOR TRANSI11 SS I ON *) e. 172 0.392 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------GAI·INA-ATTENUAT I ON CORRECT I Ot·lS : 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------GE011ETF:'r' FACTOR K >t!) : 1. 095 ::1.. 23 
ABS 
LI~ ATT. COEF~ MONEL 
THlCI-'J·lESS I·IONEL 
TF:ANSI'll SS I ON l•lONEL >t<) 
LIN. ArT. COEFF. AL 
THICt,:tiESS AL 
TRAN:5t•1 ISS I ON AL >t< > 
TI':ANSI·li 55 ION TOTAL 





1.. 3 Cl1 
0. 2 CM 
-::1. 
0. 34 CM 






1.0::5 KE'./ PEAt( COUNTING RATES : 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------SF'ECIFIC 1.85 KEV SURFACE ACTI~~TY -2 -::1. 
FOR THICK LI t-lETAL SAI1PLE *) 77 CPS Cl1 <%ENR) 
E)-:PECTEO t·IAK COUNTING RATE -1 -1 
AT COLL I l'lATOF; OUTPUT >t<) : 27. 9 CPS <%ENR) 237. 8 CPS <%ENR> 
-1 -1 
OBSEF:VED COUNTING RATE : 8. 7 CPS <%Et·lR) 95. 1. CPS O~ENR> 
--> TOT. PEAK EFF ICIENC't' 31. r. 40 r. 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------E5TII'1ATEI) CoUrHING TII1E REQUIRED FOR 0. 09 % REL. ACCURACY <2 SIGMA) 
FOR A UF6 SA11PLE HITH 3. 5 (; 235U ABUNDANCE <FROM PRESENT EXERCISE>: 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------CAL I B~:tiT I ON : 341. HOURS 31 HOURS 
RCCUI'IULATED 185 KEV COUNTS 32 000 000 
UF6 11EASUF:Et·1ENT 1.28 HOURS 12 HOURS 
ACCUMULATED 1.85 KEV COUNTS : 1.3 700 000 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------EST H1ATED COUtH ING TII1E REQUIRED FOR 0. 2 % REL. ACCURACY <2 SIGMA) 
FOF': A UF6 SANF'LE IH TH 3. 5 ;{ 235U ABUNDANCE : 
------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------
CALIBF.:ATION : 34:1. HOURS 31 HOURS 
ACCUI'lULATED 1.85 KEV COUNTS : 32 000 OBO 
UF6 t·lEASUF.:EMENT 12 HOURS 1 HOUR 
ACCUMULATED 185 KEV COUNTS : 1 300 000 
>t<) FF:ot·l " USEF:'S MANUAL " FOR EC NF:t·1 :1.71. <KFK REPORT 3752), <SEE APPENDIX F) 
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Material used for calibration. The error does not include uncertainties of the 
matrix correction factor Km used for normalization of UF6 material (REI.MEP-86 
sample) to U 3Ü3 material (EC-NRM-171). The contribution of counting statistics 
to the total relative error of 0.09 % was about 0.07 % whereas the remaining un-
certainties (wall thickness, 235U/U abundance) added up to about 0.06 %. 
The certified value for the 235U/U abundance ofthe REIMEP-86 UF6 sample 
3.5001 ± 0.0010% 235UfU (certified by CBNM Getl) 
reported by CBNM Geel after completion of the REIMEP-86 exercise compares 
very well with our result. 
The experience gained from our measurements can be summarized in four 
salient points: 
1. It must be stressed that "enrichment-meter" assays of low enriched uranium 
(LEU) are inherently suited only for measurements of bulk material 
quantities. This is due to the "quasi-infinite-sample" postulate and due to the 
comparatively low emissionrate of the 185 keV gamma rays in LEU. In the 
present measurements an unduely long counting time was required to bring 
the statistical counting error down to a level comparable to the remaining 
uncertainties. A larger sample could have reduced the required counting time 
significantly. As shown in Table 9 we have calculated the peak counting rate 
expected from a larger sample with 6 cm diameter containing about 235 g 
UF6 instead of 80 g UF6 used in the REIMEP-86 sample. With this larger 
sample a 10 times higher counting rate is achievable, thus the counting time 
spent for the present exercise would have been reduced from one month to 
about 3 days preserving the same counting precision. 
2. Relative errors of about 0.1% (2 o) for gamma-spectroscopic 235U enrichment 
assays seem tobe the ultimate accuracy limit. This is mainly due to practical 
reasons: counting time, accuracy of calibration standards, wall-thickness 
control. For in-field operations an accuracy limit of 0.2% relative looks more 
realistic (see Table 9). When 250 g samples are used for the assays then 
counting times of one to two hours are required to arrive at relative accuracies 
of 0.2% at 2 o. Note that the error in this case is dominated by the counting 
statistics from the measurement of the unknown sample. The errors due to 
calibration and due to the various corrections are assumed to be 
comparatively small. Therefore, in order to maintain the high performance of 
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the assay system, dynamic calibration strategies (i. e. , when, how long, and 
which reference material should be measured) and quality control measures 
need to be developed. 
3. The exact determination of the wall thickness of the sample containers 
presents a serious problern since a precision of few pm is required when 
ultimate measurement accuracy is desired. 
4. Counting-loss corrections are necessary even at comparatively small 
variations of the input counting rates. The availability of a highly accurate 
electronic pulser is strongly desired. The positional stability of the gamma-
ray reference source relative to the detector created difficulties in our present 
measurements. The use of a collimated gamma source will probably remove 
this problem. 
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Appendix A 
REIMEP UF6 1986 exercise. 
Data from gamma-spectrometric measurements 
recorded to file I UDAT A I . 
- A 1 -
TABLE A1 DATA FORMAT ON FILE 'UDATA' 
HEAC•ER F:ECOF~D: /STANDARD'.-'/ UNKNm~N /, 
235U ABUNDANCE CO, 
ERROR OF 23.5U ABUNDANCE, 
LIFE TIME OF MEASUREt1ENT <5), 
BOTTOM THICKNESS CORRECTION I CCBNM VALUES), 
EF~ROR OF BOTTot1 THICKNESS CORRECTION, 
E:OTTOM THICt(NESS CORRECTION I I CKFK VALUES), 
ERROR OF BOTTOt1 CORRECTION I I. 
OATA RECOF~C•: DATE OF ~1EASURE~1ENT, 
C:•ATA F:ECOP[) : 
C•EL I ~1! fEF:: 
TABLE A2 
TI t1E OF C•AY t1EASUREMENT START .. 
REAL T H1E PULS ER COUNTER < S), 
TOTAL COUNTS PULSER COUNTER, 
NET COUNTS OF PULSER IN t1CA SPECTRUM, 
ERROR OF OF PULSER COUNTS IN t1CA SPECTRUM, 
NET COUNTS OF 59 KEV PEAK IN t1CA SPECTRUM, 
ERROR OF 59 KEV PEAK COUNTS IN MCA SPECTRUt·1, 
NET COUNTS OF :185 KEV PEAK IN MCA SPECTRUM, 
ERROR OF :185 KEV PEAK COUNTS IN MCA SPECTRUM, 
TOTAL COLINTING RATE IN t1CA SPECTRUt1 (:1/S), 
CHANNEL POS IT I ON OF 59 KEV PEAK, 
Fl·JHM OF 59 KEV PEAK <EV>. 
F~JTM OF 59 KEV PEAK CEI/), 
F~JFM OF 59 KEV PEAK <EI/), 
CHANNEL POS I TI ON OF :185 KEV PEAK, 
F~JHt1 OF :185 KEV PEAK < EV) .. 
HJTM OF :185 KEV PEAK C EV), 
Fl~FM OF :185 KEV PEAK <Eil), 
CHANNEL POSITION OF PULS ER PEAK, 
F~JHt1 OF PULSER PEAK <EV), 
FWTM OF PULSER PEAK CEI/), 
Ff.JFM OF PULSEF: PEAK <EV 
CONTENT OF FILE 'UDATA' 
STAtK•AF:D, 4. 5:1.68, . 00:16, 20000, . 99942, . 0002:1., . 99966, . 000:15 
FF:/09/ JAN/1.987, 1.5: 3:7: 55, 205:12· 287:1.1.68, 2800436, :1.683, 2687549, :1.672, 802899. 92;7 
:;:::1.5 .• 479. :10. 778. :1.477. 3:1.0:1, :1.8:1.9. 05, 920. :1.686, 2242. 2668. 54. 709. :1.305, :1.700 
FF:.-··'<~19/JAN/:1987, 2:1.:2:1.:00, 20507, 2872953 .. 2802880, :1.684, 2685674, :1.675, 806274, :?29 
:3:1.5. ·' 479. :12. 765, :1457 .. 3057, :1.8:19. 05, 9:1.5, :1.674, 22:1.8. 2668. 28, 699, :1.280. :1.673 
SA/HVJAt·J/:1.987, 03.:03:55, 205:1.2, 2875363, 2805702, :1.685, 2682:1.89, :1.677, 806622. 929 
8:15. '479. :12 .. 759 .. :1.442. 3094 .. :18:1.9. 07 .• 9:1.:1.. :1.665. 2206 .. 2668. 08. 69:1, :1.269, :1.654 
SA/:l.O/.JAN/:1987,08:46:53,20508,2879079,280898:1,:1686,26889:13,1.68:1..804857,929 
8:15. ,479. :16,750.:1.4:1:1..2926.:18:1.9.07.893,:1640.2:1.56.2668.23.679.:1213.:1.592 
SA/:1.0/ JAN/:1.987, :1.4:29:48, 205:1.6.· 288296:1., 281.:1.898, :1.686, 2686:199, :1.682, 805548, 924 
:3:15. '479. :16. 753, 1.4:12. 2949. :1.8:1.9. 07, 895, :1639. 2:1.64. 2668. 40 .. 68:1, :1.23:6, :1597 
SA.-'10/JAN/:1.987, 20::1.2:50, 205:1.:1.. 2883023, 28:1.267:1.. :1687, 2689866, :1.683, 805:1.28. 929 
8:15 .• 479. :1.6.752,:1.41.5,2925,:1.8:1.9. 05,902.:1639.2:164,2668.34,690,:1.252.1620 
SU/:l.:l./JANr':l.987, 0:1.:55:49, 20520, 288:1.660, 28:1.22:1.6, :1687, 26869:14, :1.6?6; 805877, 929 
8:15 .• 479. :12,767,:1.453.3026.:18:1.9.05.9:1.3,:1677.22:1.2.2667.09.699,:1282.:1.667 
SU/:1.:1./ JAN/:1.987 .. 07:38:56 .. 20504. 2882200, 28:1.2530, :1.687, 26896:1.6, :1.673, 805836 .. 92:3 
8:15 .• 479. :1:1. 770, :1463., 3:104 .. :1.::3:1.9. ~15, 9:1.6, :1682. 2220, 2667. 29. 702, :1.287, 1677 
SU/:1.:1./ JAN/:1.987, :1.3: 2:1.: 46. 205:1.5, 288436:1.. 28:1.4 786, :1.687, 268496:1. .. 1675, 8043:1.9, 92<:: 
8:15 .• 479. :12.768.:1.455,3:1.0:1,:1.8:19. 03.9:1.2.:1.672.2223,2666. 93.698,:1.283.:1.67:1 
SLI/:1.:1./ JAN/:1.987, :1.9: 04: 49, 20508.· 2883370, 28:1.3372 .. :1.688, 26903.86, :1672, 804862, 928 
8:1.5. ,479. 12.772.:1463.,3079,:1819.06.9:1.4.:1682,2226,2667.46.704.:1.293,:1.683 
STAtlC•ARD, 2. 9857,. 00:1.05, 30000,. 99959,. 000:15,. 99969,. (100:1.8 
t10,···':12/ JAN/1987, :1.5:44:08, 307:1.3. 4322827, 4226336, 2068, 4031675, 2047, 81':10(1:1.0, 936 
756. ·' 479. :10, 766. :1.454.• 3(178 .. :1.8:19. 03. 9:13. :1.679. 22:1.2. 2667. 4:1, 7:10. :1.306, :1.70:1 
TU/:1.3/JAN/:1.987, 00::1.7::15, 30709, 43:1.80:1.2, 422:1.644, 2066, 4045334 .• 207:1, 798856, 93.5 
756 .• 479. 08.783.:1480.3:1.00,:1.8:19.02.920.:1.700.2226.2668.88,720,:1.35:1.,:1703 
TU/:1.3/ JAN/:1.987, 08:50::10, 30708, 432:1.504, 4225296, 2067, 403.3553 .. 2044, 796702, 93.4 
756 .• 479. 08.779.:1470,3:108.:1.8:1.9.02.926,:169:1..2228.2668. 66.7:1.2,:1.3:(13,:169:1. 
TLI/1.3/ JAN/:1.978, :1.7:23: 06 .. 3:072:1., 43.2:1.550 .. 4226402, 2067, 4035053., 2045, 80:1.385, 936 
757 .• 479. 07 .. 774.:1.469.3089,:18:19. 03.,922.:1.683,2226.2668. 83.7:10.:1.297.:1.68:1. 
I·JE/14/ JAN/:1.987, 0:1.:56::14, 307:1.8, 4320678, 42252:1.0, 2068, 4043469, 207:1.. 79957:1.. 935 
756 .• 479. 08.784.:1478.3:1.58.:1.8:19.03.927.:1.696,2224.2669.:1.8.7:17.:1.3.07.:1692 
I·JE/:1.4,.-'_TAN/:1.987, :1.0:29:20, 30705. 43250:1.6, 422902(1, 2068, 4035890, 2061., 796969, 932 
756. ,479. :12.802.:15:1.2.3222.:1.8:19.05.934,:17:1.5,2226.2668.47.736.:1.342.:1737 
l·JE/:1.4/JAN/:1.987, :1.9:02::1.:1.. 307(18.· 4323380, 422723:1, 2068 .. 4029902, 2062, 800364, 934 
756. ,47:?. :1.1.,799,:1.508.3:1.80.:18:1.9. 0:1.94:1.:1.7:1.8.2265,2668.67,732.:1337.:1.727 
l·JE/:1.4/ JAN/:1.987, 03: 3.5: 07, 307:16.· 43:22669, 4226283 .. 2068, 40303:88, 2060, 80045:1.. 934 
756. ·' 479. :10 .. 803, :15:15. 3:1.95. :1.8:19. 06. 940. :1.7:1.3, 2264, 2669. :10. 738, :1.343, :1733 
TH/:1.5/JAN/:1.987, :1.2: 08: :1.:1.• 307:1.7, 4322334, 4225864, 2068, 4024339, 2059, 798877, 934 
755.,479 :10.804.:1.51:1..3203.:1.8:1.9. 06.94:1,:1.72:1..227:1,2669.:1.5.738.:1.343,:1732 
TH/:1.5/ JAN/1.987, 20:4:1.::1.5, 307:1.3.· 432037:1.. 4225:1.34, 2067, 403:1.829, 2078, 800437, 939 
756 .• 479. :1.0,804,:1.5:1:1,3:135.:1.8:19. 03.937.:1.720,2253..2669. 42.737.:1.340.:1727 
<CONTINUED) 
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TABLE A2 <CONTINUED) CONTENT OF FILE 'UDATA 
STArlDAR(>, 1. 9664,. 0007, 4'5000,. 99942,. 00027,. 99966,. 00018 
FR/16/JAN/1987, 15:49:22,46044, 648'5203, 6346474,2534,6051854,2501, 78886:;< .. ~··l;' 
723. '479. :12, 803, 1510, 3:184, :18:19. 08, 945 .. :1720, 2258, 2666. 89, 745, :1345, :1736 
SA/17/JAN/:1987, 04:38:0:1,46000,6482803,6345374,2534,6054508,2522, 7899\37. ::<·16 
723. '479. :12,804,:15:12,3:172,:18:19. (14, 942, :1722, 2275,2667. 09, 742.· :1343, :1732 
SA/:17 ..-' JAN/:1987, :1.7: 25: 48, 46037 .. 6486092, 6350238, 2536, 6052863, 2522, 79:1496 .. 94 7 
723. ,479.:12,800,:1502,3:159,:18:19. (15,94:1,:17:16,2249.2666. 74,739,1335,:1725 
SU/:18/JAN/:1987,(16::14::12,46037,6491092,6352820,2535,6052303,2530,789875,947 
723. ,479.:14,792,:1487,3:132,:18:19 01,932,:1703,2235,2666.02,733,:1324,17:10 
SU/:18/JAN/:1987, :19:02:36, 46037, 6490756, 6352229, 2535, 6040214, 2497, 790076 .. 94'i" 
723. ,479.:12.785,:1476,3:137.:18:19.08,932,:1700.223:1,2666.:13.726,:131:1,:1695 
110/:19/JAN/:1987, :16:13: es, 46045,6499308,636:1387,2536,604:1344,2502,790:195,949 
723. ,479.11.772,1488.3086,:18:19.04,920,:1674,22:1:1,2664.87,709,1281,1660 
TU/20/JAN/1987,05:0:1:45,46009,6503948,63652:16,2538,6026823,2505,7907:17,949 
723 .• 479.:10,759,:1430,3028,:18:19.03,907,:1652,2:188,2664.39,693,:1267,1647 
TU,/20.-' JAN/:1987, :17:49:43, 46024, 650319:1, 6364863, 2538, 60:18443, 2507, 790591.. 949 
723. ,479. 09,748,:14:1:1,3007,:18:19.03,899.:1643,2:156,2664.24,667,:1230.1602 
~JE/2:1/ JA~V:1987, :12: 05: 36, 46029, 6509456, 637:1357, 2540, 6009696, 25:15, 78955:?, :?4:? 
723 .. • 479. :1:1, 734, :1382, 2957, :18:19. 02, 888, :1623, 2:148, 2663. :13, 623, :1:186, 1557 
TH/22/JAN/:1987,00:54:00,4602:1,650682:1,6368:157,2537,60:10089,25:18,788301,94? 
723. , 479. HL 73'0, :1376, 2908, :18:19. e6, 883, :16:18, 2:138, 2663. :19, 628, :1.:186, :1554 
UNKNmJN, 3. s0oo,. oeee. :soe~Ztü, 1. 0eooo,. 0130:17, :1.. 00039 ... oea:13 
TH/22/ JAN/1987, :15: 12: 48, 30636, 4326858, 4245207, 2(168, 4008126, 2el51 .. 9:15886 .. 9:3:c 
68& ,47~ 11.74~1397,294~:181~ 07.891,1634,2:147.2663. 4~634,:12(13,:1579 
TH/22/ JAN/:1987, 23: 44: 38 .. 30631, 4326:151, 4245499, 2068, 400897:1.. 2048, 9:173'70.· 9::::2 
688. '479. :1.:1. 739, 1396, 2967, :18:19. 05, 889, :1.635, 2161, 2663. 6:1. 65(1, :1289 .. :1.581 
FR/23'/ JAN/1987, 08: 16:17, 3063:1, 4327599, 42468(113, 2068, 40083134, 2051. 9:1.6Z(t1J. ''•::::::; 
688. , 479. :1.:1 .. 73e, 1375, 2911.· :1819. o4, 882, :1616, 2:130, 2664. 48, 662.· :12136 .. 1572 
FR/23/ JAN/1987, 16: 47: 56, 3063:1. 43:25045, 4243912, 2067, 40:1.1549· 2051, 9154 78. 9:::;: 
687. ,479.10,734,:1382.2972,18:19.05,888,:16:19.2:15:1,2664.84,662,1205,:1.572 
SA/24/JAN/:1987, 0:1::1.9:35,00000, 00000e0, 4244772,2068,4007023,2050, 9:164:1~".· 9:~:2 
68& ,47~ :10 .. 734,1383,293'4,:1.819 03.883,:1623,213'7,2664. 69,67~:12:13,:1580 
SA/24/JAN/:1987, 09:5:1::1.5, 00000, e000000, 4249635. 2069, 40:11231, 2053, 9:1541:, .. 9::::2 
688 ... 479. :1:1 .. 73:2 .. 1376, 2877, 18:19. 0:1. 885, :1616. 2:129, 2663. 48, 633, :1.:187, :1663 




SU/25.-'JAN/:1.987, :11:26:04, 000ee, ooe0e0a, 4253:183. 2e7a, 4e:12572, 2053, 9:16890 .. 983 
688. ,479.:1:1,727,1367,2865,:18:19. 03,878,:1603,2:1e7,266:1. 90,534,:1:127,:1497 
SU/25/JAN/:1987.:19:57:43,0ee00.aeeeeeo,425e:147,2e69,4009425.2e54,916374,984 
688. ,479.:12.727,:1367.2850,:18:19.04,880,:16:12,2:1:19,2662.48.560,:1.140,1508 
1•10/26/JAN/1987, :10::15:3:1, 3'0628, 43228:15, 424e803, 2066, 4el:15961, 2el49, 915652, 982 
687 .• 479.12,746,1396.2934,:18:19. e5,891,:1634.2:156.2665. 24,7:1.2,:1259,1621 
110/26/JAN/1987, :18:48: e6, 30636, 4329252, 4248382, 2e6e, 4018534, 2e45, 917057 .. 9:::::::: 
688. ,479.:14,752,1406,2934,:18:19.05,897 .. :1633,2:153,2664.56.720.1259.:1621 
TU/27/JAN/:1987, e3: 20:25. 30632, 4326242, 424510:1, 2068, 40:1492~, 2046, 91.6590, 98:::: 
688 .• 479.13,753,1408,2969.:18:19. e4,S99,1638,2144,2665. :14,709,:1243,1603' 
TU/27 / JAN/1987, :1:1: 52: 39, 30632. 4333:103, 4250658, 2069, 4012104, 204 7, 914668 .. 9:::7 
688. ,479.:14,749,:1399.2966,:18:19. e6,898,:1634,2:149.2663. 62.679,1226.:1586 
TU/27/JAN.-':1987, 20:24:53, 3e63.2, 4327773, 42463:91, 2068, 4013907, 2048. 9155:1:: .. 982' 
688 .• 479.13,744,:1394,2957,:18:19. e7,S9e,:1629,2142,2664. 64,702,:1232.:1586 
~JE/28/ JAN/1987, e4: 57: 08, 30633., 43258:10, 42436:1:1, 2067, 40:15243, 21350, 915837, 9~:2 
688. ,479.:13,743,1392,2926,:18:19. e2.893.:1627,2:146.2665. e0,70e.1229,:t582 
STFtNC•ARD .. 4. 5:168, . 0016, 2e00e, . eOI342, . e002:1, . 99966, . 00€1:15 
~·JE/28/JAN/:1987, 13:58::14, 2e5137, 2888987,28:19050,1689,2669820,:1678,805468, 924 
814. ,479.:14,745.:1393,2926.18:19.08,89:1,:1625,2:142.2666.37,685,:1225,:1581 
TH/28/ JAN/1987, 19:42:08, 20516, 2886227, 28:16728, :1688, 2668596, :1677, 80643.E: .. 924 




814. ,479. :13,75:1,:14e5,2940,:18:19. 03,895,:1633,2:154,2667.75,687,1236,1598 
TH/29/ JAN/1987, :14:05: e5, 20496, 2889654, 28:19795, 1690. 2675095, 1676 .. 805026.· 92:0 
814. , 479. :1.3, 758, :141:1 .. 2959, 1819. e4, 900, :1646, 2167, 2666. :19, 704 .. 1249, 16138 
uw:Nm·JN, 3. 5ooo,. 0o0e, 30eoe .. :1. e0eee. e. 00e:17, 1. 0003:9,. 00e12 
TH/29/JAN/1987.20:08::1:1,30619,43el8359.4227845,2068,4015055,2042,915182,987 
687. , 479. :12 .. 758, :1416 .. 3:0:15, 1819. e5. 9eL :1.645, 2:169, 2667. 55, 698, 1256, :1623: 
FF:.<>O/ JAN/1987 .. 04: 40: 37, 30620, 430343:8, 4222996, 2062, 40:17873, 2044, 916468, 9:E:7 
687. ,47~ :11,758 .. :1422,3033,:18:1~ 0~985,:1647,2172,266& 70,693:,124~1614 
FF~/3:13/JAN..-·'1987, 13::12:39, 30628, 4307872, 4226558, 2063, 4059956, 2049 .. 915642, 986 
68~, 479. 13,767,1432,3858,:181~ 07,910,1665,2190.266& 56,7:12,1276,1647 
FR/J:CV JAN/1987, 2:1: 44: 50 .. 30628, 4300938, 42204:17, 2062, 405351)8, 2047, 916762 .. 9:::7 
688 ... 479. n, 770, 14:11, 3068, :1819. es, 9:16, :1667, 2189, 2669. 94, 712, :1.282, :1657 
SA/:01/ JA~V:l987, 06: 17: oe. 3e632, 42971393, 42164::7, 206:1. 4056579, 2044.· 9:16225 .. 9~:6 
688. ,479.:12,780,:1458,3045,1819.07,9:18.:1673,2208,2670.86,7:14,:1287.1660 
STFtNDAF:D, 2. 9857,. 00:105, 30000,. 99959,. 00015,. 99969, . 01':1018 
SA/3:1/JAr-1/:1987, 15:09:58, 30713:, 4312734, 4217257, 2066, 4052670, 2049, 7997i;J8, 9:5 
756 ... 479. :13, 776, 145:1.. 3064, 1819. 05, 925, 1677, 2215, 2669. 87 .. 72:1. 1201.· 1684 
SFt/31/ JAN/:1987, 23: 43: 56. 307:13, 4307082, 4211549, 2064, 4052325.· 2048, 800993, 9:6 
75& ,47~ 1:1.782,1466,3:120,:181~ e5,92:1,:1677,2223,2671. 0~7:18.:129:1,1668 
S0/0:1/FEB/1987, 08: :17: 3:1. 307:16, 4311329, 42:14 777, 2065.• 4€1557:1.4, 205€1, 798369, 935 
756. ,47~ :1~775,1454,3079,181~ 04,919.1675,2222.2670 e~73.2,132J,171l 
S0/01/FEB/:1987,:16:5:1::10,3137:16,43:14610,42:19183,2066,4049597,2051,80094:1·936 
756. ,479.12.772,1448,3094,:1819.06,920,1671.2201,2669.42,712.1284,1657 
M0/02/FEB/:1987, 01:24:50, 30718, 43:12046, 42:16427, 2066, 40523::18, 2049. 800861.· 9?5 




Corrected counting 185 ke V rates, evaluation 
of calibration constants. 
- B 1 -
TABLE 81 CRLI BRAT I ON DATA SET NR. 1. 
~UTHOUT COIJtlTING-TIME CORREC T I ON, 
E:OTT0t1 TH I CKtlESS: X5 FROM CERTI F I CATE EC-NR~l-171. 
MONEL FRO~l 0 I t·1ENS I ON SHEET UF6-REIMEP 1986 APP. 6 
------------------------------------------------------------
OBS. 1.85 KEV COUNTING RATE STAt~[·ARE>S 
r~R COUNTING / TOTAL ,. COUNT / THlCKN. 235U ENR 
RATE / ERROR / ERROR / ERROR ENR. ERROF: 
------------------------------------------------------------
1 40. 12168 . 04708 . 04632 . 00842 4. 5166 . 0016 
2 40. 29033 . 04719 . 04643 . 00846 4. 5168 . 0016 
3 40. 30772 . 04719 . 04643 . 00846 4. 5168 . 0016 
4 40. 21952 . 04718 . el4642 . 00644 4. 5168 . 0016 
~ 
~· 40. 25406 . 04694 . 84617 . 80645 4. 5168 . 0016 
6 40. 23306 . 04718 . 04642 . 88844 4. 5168 . 0816 
7 40. 27050 . 04719 . 04643 . 00845 4. 5168 . 0016 
8 40. 26845 . E:t4714 . 04638 . 00845 4. 5168 . 0016 
9 40. 19263 . 04713 . 04637 . 1';10844 4. 5168 . 0016 
10 4td, 2l.9?7 . 84714 . 04638 . 00844 4. 5168 . 0016 
11 26. 65608 . 03144 . 03118 . 00408 2. 9857 . 88105 
12 26. 61762 . 03141 . 03116 . 00399 2. 9857 . 00105 
13 26. 54585 . 03137 . 03112 . 08398 2. 9857 . 00105 
14 26. 70189 . 03144 . 03118 . 00400 2. 9857 . 00105 
15 26. 64145 . 03141 . 03115 . 00399 2. 9857 . 00105 
16 26. 55475 . 83131 . 03106 . 00398 2. 9857 . 00105 
17 26. 66787 . 03138 . 03112 . 00400 2. 9857 . 0131135 
18 26. 67076 . 03138 . 03112 . 013400 2. 9857 . 00105 
19 26. 61822 . 02138 . 03:11:? . 00399 2. 9857 . 00105 
20 26 67030 . 03154 . 03129 . 00400 2. 9857 . 00105 
21 17. 52026 . 02156 . 02104 . 00473 1. 9664 . 00(17 
2~: 17. 54:?:?1 . 02154 . 02101 . 00473 1. 9664 . ()007 
23 17. 57860 . 02156 . 02103 . 00474 1. 9664 . 0007 
24 17. 54260 . 02156 . 02103 . 00473 1. 9664 . 00137 
25 17. 54707 . 02156 . 02103 . 00473 1. 9664 . 01307 
26 17. 54971 . 02160 . 02107 . 00474 1. 9664 . 0007 
27 17. 56130 . 02160 . 02107 . 00474 1. 9664 . 0007 
28 :1.7. 55850 . 02:1.60 . 02:1.07 . 00474 :1.. 9664 . 0007 
29 17. 53559 . 02:1.45 . 02092 . 00473 :1.. 9664 . 0007 
36 17. 50764 . 02:1.47 . 02094 . 00472 1. 9664 . 0007 
47 40. 25006 . 04694 . 046:1.7 . 00845 4. 5168 . 0016 
48 40. 29853 . 04694 . 046:1.7 . 00846 4. 5168 . 0016 
49 40. 35829 . 04724 . 04647 . 08847 4. 5168 . 00:1.6 
50 40. 29738 . 04694 . 046:1.7 . 00846 4. 5168 . 00:1.6 
51 40. 22797 . 04689 . 046:1.2 . 00844 4. 5:1.68 . 0016 
57 26. 64601 . 03:1.41 . 031:1.5 . 00400 2. 9857 . 00105 
58 26. 68883 . 03144 . 031:1.8 . 00400 2. 9857 . 00105 
59 26. 60140 . 03:1.41 . 03116 . 00399 2. 9857 . 00105 
60 26. 68710 . 03144 . 03:1.:1.8 . 00400 2.9857 . 00105 
61 26. 68443 . 03141 . 031:1.5 . 00400 2. 9857 . 00105 
- B 2 -
MEAN VALUES FROM FIRST 3€1 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 8:1. 
+•++++++•******••·······~*~······•••+•••••***'*+*** 
COUNT IIIG EI':RORS GI VEN REFER: 
A) TO ERI':OR EST I MATES Fr:OM PEAK -AREA EVALUATIONS 
8) TO STAIIDHRD C'EV 1 AT IONS OF REPEATED 11EASUREMENTS < VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS) 
:1.85 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NF: OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 
REPEATS RATE / ERROR / ERROR / ERROR 
:1.0 4€1. 23778 . 13:1692 . 13:1.467 . 1313845 
<. 0:1.982 . 0:1.704 . 09845) 
:1.0 26. 63449 . 0:1136::?. . 00985 . 00399 
(. 0:1.666 . 0:1.6:1.7 . 00399> 
:1.0 :1.7. 54446 . 008:1.6 . 09665 . 00473 




4. 5:1.68 0. 0(1:160 
2. 98=t7 0. 00:1.05 
:1.. 9664 e. 00070 
*******~******:**********+************•*****~*************~••**~*** 
* * CALI8RATION RUN 8:1-:1. 
"' + 
***'*********'**'***'+*****•***"'*'***++++*+********~"*<+***'**~*·••***·**** 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ,. /:1./: 
<MEAN VALUES FROM FIRST 30 MEASUREMENTS IN TA8LE 8:1., COUNTING-RATE 
ERRORS FROM PEAK-AREA EVALUATIONS> 
:1.. 40. 23778 0. 0:1.692 4. 5:1.680 0. 130:1.60 
2. 26. 63450 0. 0:1.063 2. 985713 0. 130:1.05 
3. :17. 54446 ß. 008:1.6 :1.. 96640 0. 00070 
TABLE OF RES !DUALS 
EXPECTED CONF I DEIJCE 










[:OEGREES OF FREEDOM 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 
















0. :1.123434E+00 +- 0. :1.:1.49222E-03 






CALIBRATION RUN 81-2 




<MEAN VALUES FROM FIRST 30 MEASUREMENTS IN TA8LE 8:1., COUNTING-RATE 





















DEGREES OF FREEDOM 





































- B 3 -
11EArl VALLIES FP.Of1 LAST 10 11EASUREMENT$ IN TABLE 8.1 
~···~···*~~~~·~·~··***•++++++++++~+~~~··~··*·~••+++ 
COIJI.Jllrl•:, Ef'·F'Ijl"~'· ül'·/FN F'EFEF:. 
H i I u E.F'F:Of.: I::.Sl HIHTE.S FROM PEAK RREA EI/HLUAT l UNS 
8' TCI STANDAR[> vEV I AT IONS OF REPEATED t1EASURE11ENTS < VALUES 
GI '·/EN IN BRACKETS) 
18::"· I~EV COUNT I NG RATE 
NF: OF COUNTING / TOTAL ,, COUNT / THICKN. 
REPEATS RATE / ERROR ,' ERROR / ERROR 
5 40. 28645 . 02233 . 02067 . 00846 
(. 02408 . tl2255 . 0tl846) 
5 26. 66:1.56 01450 . 01394 00400 




4. 5:168 0. 00160 




CALIBRATION RUN B:l.-3 
:t· * 
*'**''*********:t:>t<***************+*++•*•+++:++++************'+:*****"*'**** 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /1/: 
<MEAN VALUES FROt1 LAST :1.0 11EASUREMENTS IN TABLE B:t, COUNTING-RATE 












E~PECTE[.> CONF I CiEIKE 





.. , 516::: 
2. 985~J' 
O~IEGA SQUAF:E 













0. :1.123752E+90 +- 0. 2606752E-02 






CALIBRATION RUN B:l.-4 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /:1./: 
+-0. 00298 
+-0. 00.194 
<MEAN VALUES FROM LAST :1.0 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 8:1., COUNTING-RATE 
ERRORS FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS) 
:1.. 49. 28645 0. 92408 4. 5:1.680 9. 00:1.60 
2. 26. 66:1.56 0. 0:1.746 2. 98579 0. 00:1.05 


















4. 5:1.689 0. 90909 +-9. 093:1.4 








+- 0. 2826872E-03 
+- 0. 9007676E-92 
+-9. 903:1.4 
+-9. 09223 
- B 4 -
t1EAt~ VALUES FR(Jt1 ALL 40 MEASURE~1ENTS IN TABLE 81 
++++*~**•*•••~•****•*•··~····•***••••••***•••••* 
COUr IT I IIG ERP.OPS GI VEtl REFI:::R: 
A> TO ERF:OF: EST lt1ATES FP.Ot·1 PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B> TO STANC>AF:D C•EVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
185 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUNT I NG / TOTAL / COUNT / TH I CKN. 
















. 01:1.96 . 00845 
. 0145:1. . 00845) 
. 0138(N . 003.99 
. 0123.0 . 130399) 
. 1:113665 . 00473 




4. 5168 0 . 00160 
2. 9857 0 . 00105 
:1.. 9664 0. 00070 
I tlF'UT [:oATA TO EVALUATION F'ROGRA~1 ' E R 2 F I T ' t':l./ : 
<:~1EAN VALLIES FROM ALL 40 t·1EASUREMENTS IN TABLE B:l., COUNTING-F:ATE 
ERRORS FROM PEAK-AREA EVALUATIONS> 
1. 40. 25400 13. 0:1.464 4. 5:1.680 0. 00:1.60 
2. 26. 64251 0. 00898 2. 98570 0. oa:1.05 
3. 17. 54446 13. oo816 :1.. 966413 0. 00070 
TABLE OF F:ESIDUALS 
EXPECTED CONF I [•EIICE 









DEGREES OF FREEC•ot1 
VAF; I ANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 


























CALIBRATION RUN B:l.-6 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /1/: 
<t1EAN VALUES FROI1 ALL 40 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE B1, COLINTING-RATE 
ERRCIRS FF:Ot1 STANC•ARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED 11EASUREMENTS> 
:1. 40. 2540() e. a:t.679 4. 5:1.680 0. 00:1.60 
2. 26. 6435:1. 0. \011293 2. 98570 0. 00:1.05 
3.. 17. 54446 e. ee797 :1.. 96640 0. 00070 



















4. 5:1.545 -0. 00:1.35 
2. 98747 e. 00:1.77 
















- B 5 -
H18LE 82 CFtLI8RATIC.1N [)ATA SET NR. 2, 
~JI THOUT COUrHING-TIME CORRECT ION, 
BOTTOM THICI<NESS: FROI1 UL TRFtSONlC 11EFtSUF:Et1ENTS 
NOR~1FILI2ED TO 1.. 9950 ~1M AL CALI8RATION DISK FtN[;• 
2. 0000 MM MONEL CALIBRATION DISK. 
085. :1.85 KEV COUNTING RATE 





























































































































































































































































































- B 6 -
t·IEAil VHLUES f'f':(•t1 FIRST :3:0 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 82 
********~*********~*********~*~~··~·~···~·******~+ 
CCII.IIH I IIIJ EF:F:OF::::: GI \'EH REFER: 
A > TO ERROR EST It1ATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
8 > TO STRtl[•AH• [)E'·/ I AT IONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS < VALUES 
GIVEN IN B~ACKETS> 
l.8!:• I~EV COUNT I NO RATE 
NF~ OF COUNT I NG t' TOTAL / COUNT t' TH I CKN. 
REPEATS RATE / ERROR t' ERROR t' ERROR 
:1.0 40. 24742 . 0:1.586 . 0:1.467 . 00604 
(, 81808 . 0:1704 . 00604) 
:10 26. 637:1.6 . 8:1096 . (10985 . 80480 
<. 0:1687 . 01617 . 00490) 
10 :1.7. 54867 . 007!6 . 00665 . 00316 
(, 00715 . 00642 . 003:16) 




4. 5168 0. 00:1.60 
2. 9857 0. 00105 





INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' .-'1/: 
<t·t!:AN VALUES FROM FIRST 30 t1EASUREMENTS IN TABLE 92, COUNTING-RATE 





::~:. c::Z7 1€ 
17. 54867 












DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 


















EXPECTED CONF IDENC:E 







0. :1.:1.23257E+00 +- 0. :1.:1.02869E-03 







"' ... CALIBRATION RUN 92-2 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /1/: 
<MEAN VALUES FROM FIRST 30 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE B2, COUNT I NO-RATE 
ERRORS FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS) 
1. 40. 24742 0. 0:1.908 4. 5:1.680 0. 00:1.60 
2. 26. 637:1.6 0. 0:1.687 2. 98570 0. 00:1.05 
3. 17. 54867 0. 007:1.5 :1.. 96640 0. 00070 
TA9LE OF RES I DUALS 
EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 
























0. :1.123320E+00 +- 0. 1:1.80040E-03 









- B 7 -
MEAN VALLIES FROM LAST :1.0 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 82 
·~···~··~··~~·~···········•••+++**+*+•••••••~+++++ 
C:OUNTING ERRORS GIVEN REFER: 
A) TO ERROR ESTir1ATES FROI1 PEAK AREA EVALUATIOrlS 
8;' TO STANDARD DEVIATION$ OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
:1.85 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NF: CIF COUrHING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 





40. 296:1.1. . 021.54 . 02068 . 00604 
(, 02335 . 02256 . 00604) 
26. 66422 . 01474 . 01394 . 00480 
(. 01767 . 01700 . 00480> 




4. 5:1.68 0. 001.60 
2. 9857 0. 00:1.05 
~ "' 
*******;~****************•*********••++++:++++++++++*******~***•**** 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /1/: 
(11EAN VALLIES FROI1 LAST :1.0 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 82, COUNTING-F:ATE 





















0. 02:1.54 4. 51680 0. 0016(1 
0. 01474 2. 98570 0. 00105 
EXPECTED CONFICENCE 







e. :1.:1.23:1.77E+ee +- e. 2568:1.88E-eJ: 












CALIBRATION RUN 82-4 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /1/: 
<MEAN VALLIES FROM LAST :1.0 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 82, COUNTING-RATE 
ERRORS FRO~l STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS> 
1. 40. 296:1.1 0. 02335 4.51680 0. 00:1.60 
2. 26. 66422 0. 01767 2. 98570 0. o0105 
TA8LE OF RES I DUALS 
EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 









DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 
COV <SLOPE,OFFSET> .. 
4. 5:1.680 0. 00eee +-0. 00307 
2. 98570 0. 00000 +-e. 00225 
0. :1.:1.23176E+00 +- 0. 279:1.388E-0l 








- B 8 -
MEAtl VALUES FR0t1 ALL 40 MEASUREMENTS. IN TA8LE 82 
~•+••*••••••••••*+•~·······~···················· 
COUtiT I NG ERRORS GI VEN REFER: 
A) TO ERROR EST I 11ATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
8) TO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GI VEN IN 8RACKETS I 
185 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUtiT / THICKN. 
REPEATS RATE / ERROR / ERROR / ERROR 
15 40. 26365 . ß1340 . 01:1.96 . 00604 
(. 01572 . 0:1.45:1. . 00604) 
:1.5 26. 646:1.8 . 00937 . 00804 . 00480 
(. 0:1.320 . 0:1.230 . 00480) 
:1.0 :1.7. 54867 . 00736 . 00665 . 00316 




4. 5168 0. 00160 
2. 9857 0. 00:1.05 
:1.. 9664 0. 00070 
•*******•*·~···~··~·~***++••~·······~···~···········~····~···*~··~ 
"' + CALIBRATION RUN 82-5 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM , E R 2 F I T , /1/: 
< MEAN VALUES FROt1 ALL 40 t1EASUREMENTS IN TABLE 82, COUNTING-RATE 
ERRORS FROf1 PEAK-AREA EVALUATIONS) 
:1.. 40. 26365 e. 0:1.:N0 4. 5:1.680 0. 00160 
~ 
.... 26. 64618 0. 00937 2. 98570 0. 00105 
3. 17. 54867 0. 00736 :1.. 96640 0. 00070 














DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 










0. 1122442E+00 +- 0. 1037255E-03 











>I< CALIBRATION RUN 82-6 >I< 
+ >I< 
>l<>l<>t<>l<>l<+>l<>t<>l<>l<>l<>t<>l<>l<>t<>t<>l<>l<>t<>l<>l<>l<>l<>l<>l<>l<>l<>t<>l<>l<>l<>l<>l<>l<>t<>l<>t<>t<>l<>l<>l<>l<>t<>l<>l<>t<>l<>l<>l<>l<>l<~>l<>l<>l<>l<>l<>l<*>l<>l<>t<>t<>l<* 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /:V: 
<MEAN VALUES FROM ALL 40 MEASUREMENTS IN TA8LE 82, COUNTING-RATE 
ERRORS FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS> 
:1.. 40. 26365 0. 01572 4. 5:1.680 0. 00:1.60 
2. 26. 646:1.8 0. 01320 2. 98570 0. 00:1.05 
3. 17. 54867 0. 00715 :!.. 96640 0. 00070 
TABLE OF RES I DUALS 
EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 















4. 51574 -0. 00:1.06 +-0. 00238 
2. 98724 0. 00154 +-0. 00:1.82 
1. 96608 -0. 00032 +-0. 00106 
0. 1122458E+00 +- 0. 1101316E-03 









- B 9 -
TABLE 8J; CAL I BF:FIT I ON DATFI SET NR. 3, 
IHTH COUrHING-TIME CORRECTION FROI1 PULSER, 
BOTTO~l TH I CKNESS: XS FROI·l CER TI F I CATE EC-NRM-:17L 
MONEL FROM DIMENSION SHEET UF6-REIMEP 1986 APP. 6 
085. :1.85 KEV COUNTINO RATE 

























































































































































































































































































- B 10 -
MEAN VALLIES FROM FIRST 30 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 83: 
~**~*********··~~~~*~********~··~~··~~··~····•~+·~ 
COUtlTitll:• EF:RORS GIVEN REFER: 
A > TO ERROR EST I MATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALLIAT IONS 
E:' TO STAIIDARD DEVIATION$ OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKET.S> 
185 KEV COUNT! NG RATE 
NR OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 
REPEATS RATE / ERROR / ERROR / ERROR 
10 40. 21321 . 01855 . 01652 . 00844 
(, "-l1871 . 01670 . 00844) 
1.0 26. 6073:1 . 01.13:9 . 81067 . 80399 
(. 81.543: . 01490 . 003:99> 
10 17. 52496 . (10845 . 00700 . 00473 




4. 5168 0. (11)160 
2. 9857 0. (101(15 
1. 9664 e. 00070 
*~**********+*************************•******~******************** 
* + 
CALI8RATION RUN 83-1. 
*· + 
**********************************************~*******•*********** 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM , E R 2 F I T , /1/: 
< ~1EAN VALUES FROI1 FIRST 30 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 83, COUNT! NG-RATE 





















DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 
COV <SLOPE,OFFSET> = 
o. 01.855 4. 51.680 0. 001.6e 
0. 01139 2. 98570 a. oo1e5 
e. eas45 1. 96640 (1, 00070 
EXPECTED COIIF I DEtiCE 










e. 1123782E+00 +- 0. 1202293E-03 











* CALI8RATION RUN 83-2 ,. 
.. .. 
.................................................................................................................................... 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /1./: 
(~1EAN VALUES FROM FIRST 30 MEASUREMENTS IN TA8LE 83, COUNT I NO-RATE 
ERRORS FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS> 
1.. 40. 21.321 0. 01.871. 4. 51680 0. 00160 
2. 26. 60731 0. 01543 2. 98570 0. 0(31(15 
3. 17. 52496 0. 00789 1. 96640 0. 00070 
TA8LE OF RES I DUALS 
EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 











DEGREES OF FREEDOM • 
'IARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 










0. 11.23846E+00 +- 0. 1.209758E-03 









- B 11 -
MEAN YALUES FROM LAST 10 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 83 
******•······~··~·~··············~········*~····· 
COUNT I NG EF:ROF:S GI YEN REFER : 
A> TO ERF~OF~ ESTIMATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B) TO STAN[,AF:[> DEV I AT 1 ONS OF REPEATED 11EASUREMENTS < YALUES 
GIVEN IN 8RACKETS> 
185 KEV COUNTINO RATE 
r~R OF COUNTWG / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 




------------------------------------------------------------5 4'tl. 270El2 . 02480 . 0233:1 . 00845 4. 5:169 0. 00160 
<. 02294 . 02133 . 00945) 
5 26. 63200 . 0:156:1 . 13:15:10 . 00399 2. 9957 0. 00:105 
<. 0:1635 . 0:1596 . 00399) 
···~·~~··*******•··~··~··•••+•••+••••••++++•~············~··~*···~ 
"' "' CALIBRATION RUN 83-3 
"' * ********•*******···~·••+•••+•~········****•*****•**********~*•*+** 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /1/: 
<MEAN VALLIES FROI1 LAST :10 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 93, COUNTING RATE 















DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 



















0. :1:1.22672E+00 +- 0. 2790736E-03 








+ CALI8RATION RUN B3-4 + 
... "' 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /1/: 
<MEAN VALUES FROM LAST 10 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 83, COUNTING-RATE 
ERRORS FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS> 
1. 40. 27002 0. 02294 4. 51680 0. 0.:!!.60 
2. 26. 63200 0. 0:1.635 2. 99570 0. 001.05 
TABLE OF RES !DUALS 
EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 









DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 
COV <SLOPE,OFFSET> • 
4. 5:1.690 0. 00000 +-0. 00303 
2. 99570 0. 00000 +-0. 0021:1 
0. :1:122669E+00 +- 0. 27:1.0474E-03 








- B 12 -
MEAN VALUES FROM ALL 40 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 83 
······*····················••+•••··············· 
COUNTING ERRORS GIVEN REFER: 
A~ TO ERROR ESTIMATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
8> TO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED 11EASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS) 
:1.85 KEV COUNTING RATE STANDARDS 
NR OF COUNTING t' TOTAL t' COUNT t' THICKN. 235U ENR. 
REPEATS RATE t' ERROR t' ERROR t' ERROR ENR. ERROR 
------------------------------------------------------------
:1.5 4C. 232:1.5 . 0159:1. . 0:1.348 . 00844 4. 5:1.68 0. 00160 
<. 0:1.689 . 0:1.463 . 00844) 
:1.5 26. 6:1.554 . €10958 . 0087:1. . 00399 2. 9857 0. 00:1.05 
(. 0:1.203 . 0:1.:1.35 . 00399) 
:1.0 :1.7. 52496 . 0()845 . 007013 . 00473 :1.. 9664 e. 00070 
(. 00789 . 00632 . 00473> 
* 
.. CALIBRATION RUN 83-5 
.. 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T , t':l.t': 
<MEAN VALUES FROM ALL 40 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 83, COUNT I NO-RATE 
ERRORS FROM PEAK-AREA EVALUATIONS> 
:1.. 413. 232:1.5 0. 0:1.59:1. 4. 5:1.680 0. 00:1.60 
2. 26. 6:1.555 0. 013958 2. 98570 0. 00:1.05 
3. :1.7. 52496 0. 00845 :1.. 96640 a. 00070 















DEGREES OF FREEDOM a 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 










0. :t:t22867E+00 +- a. :t:t27577E-03 











* CALIBRATION RUN 83-6 + 
.. .. 
.......................................................................................................................... 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /:1./: 
<MEAN VALUES FROM ALL 40 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 83, COUNTING-RATE 
ERRORS FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS> 
:1.. 40.232:1.5 0. 0:1.689 4. 5:1.680 a. 00:1.60 
2. 26. 6:1.555 a. 0:1.203 2. 9857'0 0. 00105 
3. 17'. 52496 0. 00789 1. 96640 0. 00070 
TABLE OF RES I DUALS 
EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 










DEGREES OF FREEDOM • 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
1/ARIANCE OFFSET 
COV <SLOPE,OFFSET) c 
4. 51584 -0. 00097' +-0.00248 
2. 98686 0.00116 +-0. 09171 
1. 96610 -0. 90030 +-9.90113 
0. 1122875E+00 +- 0. 1145904E-0J 









- B 13 -
TABLE 94 CALIBRATION DATA SET NR. 4, 
WJTH COUNTING-TIME CORRECTION FROM PULSER, 
BOTTOM THICKNESS: FROM ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENTS 
NORMALIZED TO 1. 9950 MM AL CALIBRATION DISK ANr• 
2. 0000 f1f·t f10NEL CALIBRATION DISK. 
085. 1.85 KEV COUNTING RATE STANDARDS 


























































































































































































































































































- B 14 -
MEAN VALUES FROM FIRST 30 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 84 
····~•+~***•••············~·······~··············· 
COUNTINO ERRORS QIVEN REFER: 
A> TO ERROR ESTIMATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
ß) TO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
185 KEV COUNTlNG RATE 
NR OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 
REPEATS RATE / ERROR / ERROR / ERROR 
10 40. 22285 . 0:1759 . 01653 . 00603 
<. 0:1776 . 01670 . 00603) 
:1.0 26. 60997 . 0:1:1..69 . 9:1..067 . 00479 
<. 0:1..565 . 0:1490 . 00479) 
:1.0 :1..7. 529:1..6 . 00768 . 00700 . 003:1..5 




4. 5168 0. 00160 
2. 9857 0. 00:1..05 
:1.. 9664 0. 00070 
++~**+****~·~***~~···••++++++*+~++++++++++++•*-•**•+++••··~··~•*+++ 
"' .. CAL!8RATION RUN 84-:1.. 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /:1../: 
.. 
.. 
<MEAN VALUES FROM FIRST 30 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 84, COUNTINO-f..:ATE 





















DEGREES OF FREEDOM • 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 
COV <SLOPE,QFFSET> • 
0. 0:1..759 4. 51680 0. 00160 
0. 0:1..:1..69 2. 98570 0. 00105 
0. 00768 1. 96640 0. 00070 
EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 










0. 1123603E+00 +- 0. :1158251E-03 











CALI8RATION RUN 84-2 
"' ... 
"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"' 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F 
<MEAN VALUES FROM FIRST 30 MEASUREMENTS IN 
































I T ' /:1./: 

















0. 1123650E+00 +- 0. 1165068E-03 
-. 3409313E-02 +- 0. 2701323E-02 
OMEGA SQUARE 









- B 15 -
MEAN VALUES FROM LAST ~0 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 94 
·····~··········~········~······················· 
COUNTING ERRORS GIVEN REFER: 
A> TO ERROR ESTIMATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B> TO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
~85 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUtiTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 
















. 02332 . 00604 4 . 51.68 0. 001.60 
. 02U3 . 00604) 
. 01.5H.l . 00479 2. 9857 0. 001.05 
. 0~586 . 00479) 
CALIBRATION RUN 94-3 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /~/: 
<MEAtl VALLIES FROI1 LAST ~0 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 84, COUNTING-RATE 
























DEGREES OF FREEDOM • 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 









0. :t:t22093E+0a +- 0. 2754694E-03 













INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /:1/: 
<MEAN VALLIES FROM LAST :10 MEASUREMENTS IN TA8LE 84, COUNTING-RATE 
ERRORS FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS> 
1. 40. 27969 0. 022:17 4. 51680 0. e0160 
2. 26. 63466 0. 01657 2. 98570 0.00105 
TABLE OF RES I DUALS 
EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 
08S. NR OBS. VALUE ESTIMATE RESIDUAL ERROR LIMITS OF FIT 
------------------------------------------------------------------
1. 4. 5168 4. 51680 0.00000 +-0. 00296 +-0. 00296 





DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
VARIAtiCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 
COV <SLOPE,OFFSET> = 
0.1122096E+00 +- 0.2673515E-03 






- B 16 -
MEAN VALUE5 FROM ALL 40 MEA5UREMENTS IN TABLE 84 
·~···~~·············~··························· 
COUNTING ERRORS OIVEN REFER: 
A > TO ERROR EST It1ATES FROf1 PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B> TO STANt>ARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
185 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 
















. 01348 . 00603 
. 0:1.464 . 00603) 
. 00871 . 00479 
. 0:1.:1.35 . 00479) 
. 00700 . 003:1.5 
. 00632 . 00315) 




4. 5168 0. 00160 
2. 9857 0. 00:1.05 
:1.. 9664 0. 00070 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /:1./: 
<MEAN VALUE5 FROM ALL 40 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE 84, COUNTING-RATE 































DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 
VARIANCE SLOPE 
VARIANCE OFFSET 










0. 1:1.22680E+00 +- 0. :1.079940E-03 











+ CALIBRATION RUN 84-6 + 
"' .. 
"'"'*"'*"'*"'"'"'*"'"'"'*"'"'"'*"'"'**"'"'"'"'"'"'"'**"'"'"'"'***"'"'*"'"'*"'*"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'*"'*"'"'"'"'* 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM ' E R 2 F I T ' /:1./: 
<MEAN VALUES FROM ALL 40 MEASUREMENTS IN TA8LE 84, COUNTING-RATE 
ERRORS FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS> 
:1.. 40. 24:1.80 0. 0:1.583 4. 5:1.680 0. 00:1.60 
2. 26. 6:1.820 0. 0:1.232 2. 518570 0. 00:1.05 
3. :1.7. 5251:1.6 0. 00706 :1.. 516640 0. 00070 
TABLE OF RES I DUALS 
EXPECTED CONFIDENCE 















4. 5:1.6:1.:1. -0. 000651 +-0. 002351 
2. 51866:1. 0. 00051:1. +-0. 00:1.74 
1. 96620 -0. 00020 +-0. 00106 
0. :1.:1.22685E+00 +- 0. 1099201E-03 










Measurements ofUF6 samples. 
Corrected 185 ke V counting rates, evaluation of 
235U enrichment and of associated errors. 
- c 1 -
TABLE C1. UF6 MEASUREt1ENT DATA SET NR. 1., 
W ITHOUT COUNT I NG-T Ir1E CORRECT I ON, 
BOTT0~1 TH I CKNESS: FROM DIMENSION SHEET 
UF6-REIMEP 1.986 APP. 6 
------------------------------------------------------------(185. 1.85 KE'I COUNTING RATE UF6 SAMPLE 




THJCKN. 235U ENR. 
F:ATE r ERROR r ERROR r EF:ROR ENR. ERF:OR 
------------------------------------------------------------
3:1 30. 52954 . 03318 . 133277 . 131351.9 ? ? 
32 30. 579130 . 033:14 . 03:273 . •30520 ? ? 
:n 3:0. 540013 . 03318 . 03277 . 13•351.9 ? ? 
34 :w. 51594 . (13:3::14 . 133:273 . 1305:19 ? ? 
3:5 30. 54725 . 03:3:1.4 . (13:273 . 00519 ? ? 
36 30. 5:1377 . 0331.4 . 03273: . 0051.9 ? ? 
37 30. 491.31. . 0331.7 . 03276 . 00518 ? ? 
38 3:0. 57963 . 033:21 . 03280 . 00520 ? ? 
39 30. 56300 . (133:1.8 . 03:277 . 00520 ? ? 
40 30. 54580 . 033:21 . 03280 . 00519 ? ? 
41. 3:0. 52174 . 033::14 . 03273: . 130519 ? c' 
42 3:13. 56857 . 0333:4 . 03293 . 005213 ? ? 
43 3:0. 553013 . 03334 . 133293 . 0051.9 ? ? 
44 30. 48894 . 03331 . CG2913 . 013518 ? ? 
45 3:0. 517113 . 033:14 . 03273 . 00519 ? ? 
46 30. 52790 . 033:14 . 03273 . 0051.9 ? ? 
52 30. 50607 . 0333:1 . 03290 . 00519 
53 30. 54893 . 03:33:1 . 03290 . 005:19 
54 30. 52:140 . 03327 . 03286 . 005:19 
55 20. 55874 . 03:3:31. . 03290 . 0051.9 
56 30. 54083 . 03327 . 133286 . 00519 
- c 2 -
11EAN VALUE OF FIRST :16 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C:1 
**•*•**+*+••••*•***••·············~··~········· 
COUNTING EP.RORS GIVEN REFER: 
A> TO ERROR ESTIMATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B> TO STANDARD DE'IIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
OIVEN IN BRACKETS) 
:195 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUNTING ~ TOTAL ~ COUNT ~ THICKN. 




:16 30. 5364:1 . 00970 . 00920 . 005:19 






PRODUCTION RUN C:1-:1 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE = 30. 5364:1 +- 0. 00970 
<MEAN OF FIRST :16 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C:1, COUNTINO-RATE 
ERPOR FROI1 PE At< -FtREA EVALUATIONS, COF:RESPOND I NG CALI BF:ATI ON 
COIISTANTS FRON RUN 8:1-:1, MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR :1. 023:1) 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUOH 
ENR I CHI1ENT ERROF: ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT ~ CALlBRATION 





PRODUCTION RUN C1-2 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE = 30. 53641 +- 0. 00873 
(MEAN OF FIRST :16 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C1, COUNTING-RATE 
ERROR FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDINO CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN 81-2, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231> 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUOH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 
3. 50492 0. 00175 0. 050% 0. 029% 0. 041% 
- c 3 -
MEAN VALUE OF LAST 5 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C1. 
+~+~***+********•*•+•+•••••*··~···~·~········ 
COUNT HAG ERRORS GI VEN REFER: 
A> TO ERROR ESTIMATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B> TO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
1.85 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUNTING t' TOTAL t' COUNT t' THICKN. 
REPEATS RATE t' ERROR t' ERROR t' ERRO~ 
5 
"' 
30. 53520 . 01.560 . 01.471. . 0051.9 





"' * PRODUCTION RUN C1.-3 * 
"' ... 
******~***~***************+~*****•******•***********•••••********* 
INPUT OATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE = 30. 53520 +- 0. 01.560 
( 11EAN OF LAST 5 MEASUREt1EtHS IN TABLE CL COUNT I NO-RATE 
ERROR FF:O~t PEAK-AREA EVALUATIONS, CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION 
COHSTANTS FR0t1 RUN 81-3, 11ATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231.) 
"' 
"' 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUOH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT t' CALIBRATION 
3. 50002 0.00245 0. 070% 0. 051% 0.048% 
PRODUCTION RUN C1-4 
"' "' 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROORAM: 
UF6 COUNTINO RATE • 30. 53520 +- 0. 01.084 
<MEAN OF LAST 5 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C1, COUNTINO-RATE 
ERROR FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDINO CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN 81.-4, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR 1.0231.> 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT t' CALIBRATION 
3. 50003 0. 00225 0.064% 0. 036i! 
- c 4 -
MEAN VALUE OF ALL 2:1 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C:l. 
~~******~···~~~****~········*•*••··~~•+•+•*** 
COUNTING ERRORS GIVEN REFER: 
A) TO ERROP. EST I MATES FR0f1 PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B> TO STANDARD DEI/IATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GII/EN IN BRACKETS> 
:185 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 







2:1 30. 536:12 . 00884 . 00716 . 005:19 
<. 0077:1 . 00570 . 005:19) 
PRODUCTION RUN C:l.-5 
? ? 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE = :10. 5:1612 +- 0. 00884 
<MEAN OF ALL 2:1 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C1, COUNTING-RATE 
ERROR FROM PEAK-AREA EVALUATIONS, CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION 
CONSTANTS FROM RUN B1-5, MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR :1. 02:1:1> 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 








PRODUCTION RUN C1-6 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE= 30.53612 +- 0. 00771 
<MEAN OF ALL 21 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C1, COUNTING-RATE 
ERROR FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN B1-6, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231) 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 
3. 50358 0. ee157 e. e45% 0. 025% 0. 037% 
"' 
"' 
- c 5 -
TABLE C2 UF6 MEFISUF:E~1ENT DATA SET NR. 2, 
W ITHOUT COUNTI NG-TI ME CORRECT I ON, 
BOTT0!1 THIC.KNESS: FROM ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENTS: 
2. 003 MM MONEL PLUS 1. 995 MM ALUMINIUM 
OBS. 185 KEV COUNTING RATE 



































































































































- c 6 -
11EAN 'IALUE OF FIRST 16 1·1EASUF:Et1ENTS IN TABLE C2 
***'***~***************'····~*******•**~**+•****+ 
COUt-HING ERF:OF:S GIVEN REFER: 
A > TO EF:F:OF: EST Il'lATES FRCJt1 PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
8> TO STAN(,ARD (.>EVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREt1ENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN Hl 8RACKETS> 
185 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NF: OF COUNT HJG / TOTAL / COUNT / TH I CKN. 
REPEATS PATE / ERF:OR / ERROR / ERROR 
16 3:0. 5483:2 . 0091i . 00820 . 003:97 
(•. 00807 . 00703: . 003:97) 





* * ****'*****'****************************~**•*******•*****"*******'**•** 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE = 3:0. 54822 +- 0. 009ii 
<I1EAN OF FIRST 16 MEASUf':Er-lEtHS IN TABLE C2 .. COUNTING-RATE 
EF-:f-:OF: FROt·l F'EAf< -AF:EA E'-/ALUAT IONS, CORF:ESPOND I NG CAL 18F:AT ION 
CONSTAIHS FRO~l RUN 82-:L t1ATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR L 023:1) 
23:5U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROLIGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALI BRAT !(IN 
3:. 5054i 0. 00i6l. 0. 046~~ 0. 030;.;: 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE z 30. 54832 +- 0. 00807 
<MEAN OF FIRST i6 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C2, COUNTING-RATE 
ERROR FR0t1 STANE.•ARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN 82-2, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR i. 023i) 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 
3. 50562 0. 00i68 e. 048% 0. 026% 0. 040% 
- c 7 -
!1EAN 1/ALUE OF LAST 5 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C2 
••*****************+~~···~~****************+* 
COUNT I NG ERF:OP.S GI VEN REFER: 
A> TO ERROR ESTIMATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B) TO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
OIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
185 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 
REPEATS RATE / ERROR / ERROR / ERROR 
s 30. 54711 . 01524 . 01471 . 00397 









PRODUCTION RUN C2-3 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROORAM: 
UF6 COUNTINO RATE • 30. 54711 +- 0. 01524 
<!1EAN OF LAST S MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C2, COUNTWO-RATE 
EF:ROR FROM PEAI<-AREA EVALUATIONS, CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION 
CO!ISTANTS FR0!·1 RUN 82-3, MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231> 
2~:5U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERROF:S THROUGH 
EtiF: I CH~1ENT ERROR ERROR UF6. !1EASUREMENT / CAL I BRAT I ON . 






PRODUCTION RUN C2-4 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE • 30.54711 +- 0. 01032 
<MEAN OF LAST 5 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C2, COUNTING-RATE 
ERROP. FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN 92-4, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231) 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUOH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 
3. 50086 0. 00222 0. 063% 0. 034% 0. 053% 
"' 
"' 
- c 8 -
MEAN VALUE OF ALL 21 MEASUREt1ENTS IN TA8LE C2 
·····~········*··~·~····•**************~~···* 
COUNTWG ERRORS GIVEN REFER: 
A> TO ERROR ESTIMATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
8) TO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN 8RACKETS> 
185 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUt~TI NG r TOTAL r COUNT r TH I CKN. 







21 30. 54804 . 00819 . 00716 . 00397 
<. 00695 . 00571 . 00397> 
PRODUCTION RUN C2-5 
? 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE = 30. 54804 +- 0. 00819 
<t1EAN OF ALL 21 t1EASUREMENTS IN TA8LE C2, COIJNTING-RATE 
ERROF: FF:Ctt1 PEAK-AREA EVALUATIOtjS, CORRESPONDING CALI8RATION 
CONSTANTS FROM RUN 82-5, MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231> 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENR I CHt1ENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT r CALIBRATION 








PRODUCTION RUN C2-6 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE • 30. 54804 +- 0. 00695 
<MEAN OF ALL 21 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C2, COUNTING-RATE 
ERROR FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDING CALI8RATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN 82-6, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR 1.0231> 
235LI ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 
3. 50433 0.00149 0.043Y. 0. 023Y. a. 036Y. 
... 
"' 
- c 9 -
TftBLE C:?. UF6 MEftSUREMENT ~·ATA SET NR. ~-
~J ITH COUNT ING-TI ME CORRECT I ON FROM PULSER.. 
BOTTOM THICf'::NESS: FR0~1 DIMENSION SHEET 
UF6-REII1EP :1.986 APP. 6 
085. :1.85 KEV COUNTING RATE UF6 SAMPLE 
NR COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 235U ENR 
RATE / ERROR / ERROR /' ERROR ENR. ERF;OR 
3:1 :w. 47075 . 03629 . 03592 . 005:1.8 ? ? 
-,~. 
..... 30. 5:1.802 . 03626 . 03589 . 005:1.9 ? ? 
33 30. 47995 . 03628 . 0359:1. . 005:1.8 ? ? 
~4 30. 45868 . 03625 . 03588 . 005:1.8 ? ? 
4:1 3:0. 47406 . 03627 . 03590 . 005:1.8 ? ? 
42 J:O. 50~78 . 03:643 . 03606 . 005:19 ? ? 
43' 30. 49457 . 03644 . 03607 . 005J.8 ? ? 
44 30. 43904 . 03640 . 03603 . 005:17 ? ~, 
45 30. 46026 . 03:6:25 . 03588 . 005:18 ? ? 
46 30. 476J.8 . 03:626 . 03589 . 005:18 ? ? 
52 :::o. 45856 . 03:644 . 03607 . 005:18 ? ? 
53: 30. 50050 . 03644 . 03607 . 005:19 ? ? 
54 :w. 47074 . 03640 . 03603 . 005:18 ? ? 
55 J:O. 513323 . 03643 . 03606 . 005:19 ? ? 
56 3:0. 48287 . 03640 . 03603 . 005J.8 ? ? 
>+<) FOF; t1Eft5UREMENTS lt35 TO lt40 NO TIME CORRECT ION COULD BE 
PERFORMED DUE TO FAlLURE IN RECORDING TOTAL COUNTS AND 
REAL TIME OF PULSER. 
- c 10 -
MEAI-I VALUE OF FIRST 10 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C3 
•••********~***·~···········********~********** 
COUNTII-IG ERRORS GIVEN REFER: 
A> TO ERROR ESTIMATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B> TO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
185 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 




16 30.47753 . 01249 .01137 . 00518 
<. 00997 . 00732 . 00518> 
PRODUCTION RUN C3-1 





UF6 COUNTING RATE s 30. 47753 +- 0. 01249 
<MEAN OF FIRST 10 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE Cl, COUNTINO-RATE 
ERROR FROM PEAK-AREA EVALUATIONS, CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION 
CONSTANTS FROM RUN 93-1, MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR 1.0231> 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 





PRODUCTlON RUN C3-2 .. 
.. 
.................................................................................................................................... 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTINO RATE = 30. 47753 +- 0. 00897 
<MEAN OF FIRST 10 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C3, COUNTING-RATE 
ERROR FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN 93-2, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231> 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATlON 
3. 50089 0. 00173 e. 050Y. 0. 029Y. 0. 040Y. 
- c 11 -
t·lEAN VALUE OF LAST 5 MEASURE~1ENTS IN TABLE C3 
**********~·~****+•~~~****************~****** 
COUrHING ERRORS 0 I VEN REFER : 
A > TO ERROR EST I MATES FRm1 PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
8:0 TO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMEtHS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS) 
185 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKK 
REPEATS RATE / ERROR / ERROR / ERROR 
5 30. 48318 . 01694 . 01612 . 00518 









PRODUCTION RUN C3-3 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE " 30. 48318 +- 0. 01694 
<11EAN OF LAST 5 MEASUPEMENTS IN TABLE CJ:, COUNTING-RATE 
E.H~Ofo: FF:Ofol F-'EAK -AF:E.H !:. '.,.'FfLUHT I CtNS, CORRESPOt~D I NG CAL I BRAT I ON 




235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 
3. 49702 0. 00263 0. 075% 0. 056% e. 05e:~ 
PRODLICTION RUN C3-4 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE " 30. 46318 +- 0. 0100e 
<MEAN OF LAST 5 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C3, COUNTING-RATE 
ERROR FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROt1 RUN 83-4, t1ATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231) 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 




- c 12 -
MEAIA 1/ALUE OF ALL 15 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C3 
~····~************•++•+••···~·~···~····*~*+++ 
COU~ATING ERRORS GI VEN REFER: 
A) TO EF:F~OR EST Ir1ATES FROM PEAK AREA EVFtLUFtT IONS 
8) TO STANOARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREI1ENTS <VFtLUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS) 
185 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NR OF COUNT I NG / TOTAL / COUNT / TH I CKN. 
REPEATS RATE / ERROR / ERROR / ERROR 
15 30. 47941 . 01064 . 00929 . 00518 









PRODUCTION RUN C3-5 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE = 30. 47941 +- 0. 01064 
01ERN OF ALL 15 MEASURE11E!HS IN TABLE C3, COUNT I NO-RATE 
EF:ROI-; FR0~1 PEAK -FtREA EVALUATIONS, COPRESPOND I NG CAL I BRAT I ON 
CONSTANTS FROM RUN 83-5, MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231) 
I 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENR 1 CH~1ENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 





PRODUCTION RUN C3-6 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE a 30. 4794:1 +- 0. 00757 
<MEAN OF ALL 15 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C3, COUNTING-RATE 
ERROR FROM STAI~DARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASURE11ENTS, 
CORRESPONDINQ CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN 83-6, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231) 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CFtLIBRATION 
3. 49974 0. 00154 0. 044% 0. 025% 0.036% 
* 
* 
- c 13 -
TABLE C4 UF6 MEASUREMENT DATA SET NR. 4, 
~JITH COUNTING-TIME CORRECTION FROM PULSER, 
BOTTOM THICKNESS: FROM ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENTS: 
2. 003 MM MONEL PLUS ~- 995 MM ALUMINIUM 
OBS. 185 KEV COUNTING RATE 














































































































~> FOR MEASUREMENTS *35 TO *40 NO TIME CORRECTION COULD BE 
PERFORMED DUE TO FAlLURE IN RECORDING TOTAL COUNTS AND 
REAL TI ME OF PULSER. 
- c 14 -
11EAN VALUE OF FIRST 10 MEASUREI1ENTS IN TABLE C4 
*********~···~···~···*···················~····* 
COUIH I NG ERRORS 0 I VEN REFER : 
A> TO ERROR ESTIMATES FROI1 PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B> TO STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
185 KEV COUNTINO RATE 
NR OF COUNTINO / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 




------------------------------------------------------------10 30. 48943 . 01204 . 01137 . 00396 
(. 00833 . 00732 . 00396> 
HIPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
? 
UF6 COUNTING RATE • 30.48943 +- 0.01204 
? 
01EAN OF FIRST 1€1 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C4, COUNTINO-RATE 
ERROF: FRml PEAK-AREA EVALUATIONS, CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION 
CONSTANTS FROM RUN 84-1, MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 0231> 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUOH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 





PRODUCTION RUN C4-2 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTINO RATE= 30.48943 +- 0.0€1833 
<MEAN OF FIRST :I..El MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C4, COUNTINO-RATE 
ERROR FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN 84-2, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR :1.. 023:1..) 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 
3. 50:1..60 0. 00:1..67 0.048% 0. 027% 0. 039% 
.. 
*' 
- c 15 -
MEAN VALUE OF LAST 5 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C4 
****************•**+**•*********+**~***~***** 
COUNTING EPRORS GIVEN REFER: 
A> TO ERROF~ ESTIMATES FROM PEAK AREA EVALUATIONS 
B> TO STAti[,AF~() DEVIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
:1.85 KEV COUNTING RATE 
NP OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 







5 30. 49508 . 0:1.66:1. . 0:1.6:1.3 . 00397 
(. 00943 . 00856 . 00397) 
PRODUCTION RUN C4-3 
? ? 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE = 30. 49508 +- 0. 0:1.66:1. 
01EAN OF LAST 5 MEASUF:EMENTS IN TABLE C4, COUNTINO-RATE 
EF;F;OF: FR0f1 PEAK -APER EVFILIJAT I OIIS, COPRESPOND I NO CALI BRAT! ON 
CONSTANTS FROM RUN 84-3, MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR :1.. 023:1.> 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUOH 
ENRICHMEIH ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 






ot< PRODUCTION RUN C4-4 * 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE • 30. 49508 +- 0. 00943 
<MEAN OF LAST 5 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C4, COUNTINO-RATE 
ERROR FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDING CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN 94-4, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR :1.. 023:1.> 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 
3. 49786 0. 00209 0. 060% 0. 03:1.% 0. 05:1.% 
- c 16 -
MEAtl VALUE OF ALL :15 MEASUREt1EtHS IN TABLE C4 
****~*****~**********~**~****************~*** 
COUNTING ERRORS GlVEN REFER. 
A> TO ERROR ESTIMATES FROM PEAK Af':EA EVALUATIONS 
B> TO STAt~DAF:D DE'IIATIONS OF REPEATED MEASUREt1ENTS <VALUES 
GIVEN IN BRACKETS> 
185 KEV COUNTWG RATE 
NR OF COUNTING / TOTAL / COUNT / THICKN. 
REPEATS RATE / ERROR / ERROR / ERROF: 
:15 30. 49:131 . 0:1010 . 00929 . 00396 
(. 00679 . 00552 . 00396) 





* * *****************'********+***'*****~*********:ic********************;+. 
INPUT DATA TO EIJALUAT I ON PROORAI1: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE = 30. 4913:1 +- 0. 010:10 
<r1EAN OF ALL :15 11EASUREMENTS IN TABLE C4, COUNT ING-RATE 
EPF:OP. FROM F'EAK-AREA EVALUATIONS, CORRESPONDINO CALIBRATION 
CONSTANTS FRot1 RUN 84-5, MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 023:1) 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHNENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT t' CALl BRATION 





PRODUCTION RUN C4-6 
INPUT DATA TO EVALUATION PROGRAM: 
UF6 COUNTING RATE = 30. 49:13:1 +- 0. 00679 
<MEAN OF ALL 15 MEASUREMENTS IN TABLE C4, COUNTING-RATE 
ERROR FROM STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPEATED MEASUREMENTS, 
CORRESPONDINO CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FROM RUN 84-6, MATRIX 
CORRECTION FACTOR 1. 023:1) 
235U ABSOLUTE REL. THEREOF ERRORS THROUGH 
ENRICHMENT ERROR ERROR UF6 MEASUREMENT / CALIBRATION 




Stabili ty of spectral peaks. 
Peak positions, peak counting rates 
and peak-shape parameters. 
- D 1 -


































































59 KEV PEAK 
PEAK DEVIATION 






























































































































185 KEV PEAK 
PEAK DEVIATION 
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TABLE 02 PEAK SHAPE PARAMETERS 
FWHM • FULL WIDTH AT HALF MA:-: I MUM 
F~JTM "' FULL ~JIDTH AT TEHTH MAXIMUM 
HIFM • FULL W I DTH AT FIFTIETH MAXIMUM 
---------------------------------------------------------------------MEAS. 59 KEV PEAK :185 KEV PEAK PULSER PEAK 
NR FI·IHM FWTM FWFM F~IHM FWTM FWFM FWHM HJTM FWFM 
(EV> <EV> <EV> <EV) <EV> <EV> <EV> <EV> <EV> 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
.. :1 778 :1477 3::10:1 920 :1686 2242 709 :13:05 :170(1 
Ii 2 765 :1457 3:057 9:15 :1674 22:19 699 :1290 :1673 
II 3: 759 :1442 3:094 9:1:1 :1665 2206 69:1 :1269 :1654 
.. 4 750 :14:1:1 2926 893: :1640 2:156 679 :123:3: :1592 
ll 5 753: :14:12 2949 995 :163:9 2:164 69:1 :1236 :1597 
II 6 752 :14:15 2925 902 :1639 2:164 690 :1252 :1620 
II 7 767 :1453 3026 9:13: :1673 22:12 699 :1282 :1667 
ll 8 770 :1463 3104 916 :1682 2220 702 1287 :1677 
lt 9 768 1455 3:10:1 9:12 1672 2223: 698 1283 167:1 
#:10 772 :1463 3:079 914 :1682 2226 704 1293: 1683 
li11 766 1454 3878 913 1679 2212 7:10 1306 1701 
#:1.2 783 1480 3180 920 1780 2226 720 1351 1703 
ft13 779 1470 3108 926 169:1. 2228 712 :1303 :1.69:1 
#:1.4 774 :1.469 3:089 922 :1.683 2226 7:1.0 :1297 :1.68:1. 
lt15 784 1478 3:1.58 927 :1.696 2224 717 :1307 :1692 
lt16 902 :15:12 3222 934 17:1.!5 2226 736 1342 173:7 
ll17 799 1508 3188 941 17:1.8 2265 732 1337 1727 
#18 803: 1515 3195 940 :1.713 2264 738 :1.343 :1733: 
44:1.9 804 :1.5:1.1 3203 94:1. 1721 227:1. 738 :1343 :1.732 
lt20 804 :1.5:1.:1 3:135 93:7 :1.720 2253 737 :1.340 :1.727 
lt21 803 :1.5:1.0 3::1.84 945 :1.720 2258 745 :1.345 :1.736 
4422 804 :1.5:1.2 3:1.72 942 :1.722 2275 742 :1.343 :1.732 
4423 800 :1.502 3:1.59 94:1. :17:1.6 2249 739 :1335 :1725 
#24 792 :1487 31.32 932 :1.703 2235 733 :1.324 :1.71.0 
4425 785 1476 3:137 932 :1.700 2231 726 :13:1:1. :1.695 
ft26 772 1469 3086 920 1674 22:1.:1. 709 :1281 :1660 
1127 759 :1.430 3029 907 :1.652 2198 693 :1267 :1647 
li28 749 :1.4:1.:1 3007 899 :1.643 2156 667 :1.230 :1602 
4429 734 1392 2957 998 :1.623 2149 623: 1186 1557 
1130 73:0 :1376 2909 893 :1.6:1.9 2:1.38 629 :1.:1.86 :1.554 
li3:1 740 :1.397 2947 89:1 1634 2147 634 :1203 :1.579 
tl32 739 :1396 2967 899 :1.635 2:1.6:1. 650 :1.209 :1.58:1. 
4433 738 :1.375 29:1:1. 992 16:1.6 2:1.30 662 :1.206 :1.572 
1134 734 :1.382 2972 989 :1.6:19 2:1.51 662 :1205 :1572 
lll5 734 :1393 2934 993 :1623 2137 670 12:1.3 :1.580 
4436 732 1376 2977 995 :1.616 2:129 633: :1.:1.87 :1.663: 
t13:7 729 :1.369 2960 99:1 :1.6:13 2:1.:16 64:1 :1.195 :1.543 
1139 727 1369 2999 876 :1.608 2:1.20 609 :1.:1.65 :1.527 
#39 727 :1.367 2865 979 :1.603 2:107 534 :1:1.27 :1.497 
4440 727 :1.367 2950 890 :1.6:12 2:1.:19 560 1:1.40 :1.508 
4$4:1. 746 :1.396 2934 991 :1.634 2:1.56 712 :1.259 :1621 
#42 752 :1406 2934 897 :1633 2:1.53 720 :1.259 :1621 
#43 753 :1.408 2969 899 :163:9 2i44 709 :1243 :1.603: 
lt44 749 i399 2966 898 :1.634 2149 679 i226 :1586 
#45 744 :1394 2957 890 :1.629 2:1.42 702 :1.232 1586 
#46 743 :1392 2926 993 :1627 2:1.46 700 :1229 :1582 
#47 745 1393 2926 99:1 :1.625 2:1.42 695 :1225 :1.58:1 
#48 749 :1.402 2983 995 :1.628 2:150 682 :1226 :1584 
#49 752 :1.408 2969 998 :1.637 2155 695 :1233 :1.598 
#50 75:1. :1.405 2940 995 1633 2i54 687 :1236 :1.599 
lt51 758 14:1.:1. 2959 900 1646 2167 704 1249 1608 
#52 758 :14:1.6 30:1.5 901 1645 2:1.69 699 :1.256 :1.623 
1153 759 1422 3033 905 :1.647 2172 693 :1.249 1614 
lt54 767 1432 3059 9:1.0 :1665 2190 712 :1276 1647 
1155 770 :1.4:1.:1 3068 916 :1.667 2189 712 :1282 :1.657 
#56 780 1458 3045 918 :1.673 2209 7:14 :1.287 :1.660 
lt57 776 :1.451 3064 925 :1.677 2215 72:1 :1.301 :1684 
#58 792 :1.466 3120 92:1. :1.677 2223 718 :1.291 :1.668 
lt59 775 :1.454 3079 9:1.9 1675 2222 732 :1.323 i713 
1160 772 :1449 3094 920 :167:1. 220:1 712 :1.294 1657 
lt61 775 :1453 3080 9:18 :1675 2:1.98 7:1.3 :1296 :1662 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
MEAN 763 :1435 3029 909 :1.660 2:1.99 693 1264 :1.640 
RMS ERR 23 45 98 :1.9 34 45 42 54 62 
---------------------------------------------------------~-------------
- D 3 -
TABLE 03 STABILITV OF PEAK SHAPE PARAMETERS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------59 KEV PEAK j.85 KEV PEAK PULSER PEAI< 
FWHM F~JTM F~JFM FWHM FWTM F~JFM F~JHM FWTM FWFI1 
DEV. DEV. DEV. DEV. DEV. DEV. DEV. DEV. [.oEV. 
MEAS. FROM FROM FROM FROM FROM FROM FROM FROM FROI1 
NR. MEAN GAUSS GAUSS MEAN GAUSS GAUSS MEAN GAUSS GAUSS 
<EV> X X <EV> % X <EV) X X 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
II :1. :1.5. 2 4. :1.6% 67. 78% 1:1.. 6 0. 5sx 2. 58% 16. 3 0. 99% e. 93:~ 
II 2 2. 2 4. 50% 68. 2j.% 6. 6 0. 36% 2. 04% 6. 3 0. 47X e. 7~::-: 
II 3 -3. 8 4. 24% 7:1.. 59% 2. 6 0. 28% 1. 93% -j., 7 0. 76% 0. 76% 
II 4 -12. 8 3. 22% 64. 22% -15. 4 0. 76% 1. 63% -13. 7 -0. 37% -1. 31% 
II 5 -9. 8 2. 88% 64. 65% -13. 4 0. 46% 1. 78% -j.1, 7 -0. 42X -1. 25';.-: 
II 6 -10. 8 3. 24% 63. 73% -6. 4 -0. 20x 0. 99:~ -2. 7 -0. 45:~ -1. 17% 
II 7 4. 2 3. 94% 66. 07% 4. 6 0. 54% 1. 98% 6. 3 0. 63% 0. 39~; 
II 8 7. 2 4. 25% 69. 68% 7. 6 0. 75:~ 2. 02% 9. 3 0. 59X 0. 56:·: 
II 9 5. 2 3. 95% 69. 96% 3. 6 0. 59% 2. 60% 5.3 0. 85% 0. 77~! 
1110 9. 2 3. 98% 67. 88% 5. 6 0. 97% 2. 52% 11. 3 0. 77% 0. 63% 
tl1j. 3. 2 4. 15% 69. j.4;~ 4. 6 0. 90% 1. 98% 17. 3 0. 92% 0. 85:~ 
1112 20. 2 3. 71% 66. 65:~ 11. 6 1. 38% 1. es:~ 27. 3 2. 95% -e. 44~; 
tlj.3 16. 2 3. 53% 67. 94% 17. 6 0. 19% j., 28% 19. 3 0. 4j.X -0. 03:-: 
1114 H.2 4. j.3% 67. 99% 13. 6 0. j.S% 1. 63% 17. 3 0. 23% -0. 34% 
tlj.S 21. 2 3. 43% 69. 55% j.8, 6 0. 3ax 0. 99X 24. 3 0. 01% -e. 67% 
1116 39. 2 3. 44% 69. j.j.:{ 25. 6 0. 74X 0. 32% 43. 3 0. 04X -0. 66:~ 
1117 36. 2 3. 55% 67. 53;{ 32. 6 0. j.7% 1. 32.·~ 39. 3 0. 2j.X -0. 69;~ 
1118 40. 2 3. 5j.X 67. 48% 31. 6 -0. 02% j., 38% 45. 3 -0. 16X -1. 16:-; 
llj.9 41. 2 3. HX 67. 69% 32. 6 0. 35X 1. 59% 45. 3 -0. j.6% -:1.. 2j.% 
1120 41. 2 3. HX 64. 13% 28. 6 0. 71% 1. 21% 44. 3 -0. 24% -1. :?6:·: 
1121 40. 2 3. 17% 66. 9j.% 36. 6 -0. 14% 0. 5ax 52. 3 -0. 95X -1. 91% 
1122 41. 2 3. 18% 66. 07% 33. 6 0. 20x j., 66% 49. 3 -0. 69% -1. 74% 
1123 37. 2 3. 0:1.% 66. 22% 32. 6 0. 05% 0. 60% 46. 3 -0. 88% -1. 74% 
1124 29. 2 3. 0:1.% 66. 46% 23. 6 0. 25X 0. 94% 40. 3 -0. 90% -1. 80X 
1125 22. 2 3. 16% 68. 2j.% 23. 6 0. 08% 0. 76% 33. 3 -0. 92X -1. 72:~ 
1126 9. 2 5. 75% 68. 26% j.1, 6 -0. H% j., j.6% 16. 3 -0. 87% -1. 45% 
1127 -3. 8 3. 37% 67. 93% -1. 4 -0. 07% 1.54% 0. 3 0. 3j.% 0. 04% 
1128 -14. 8 3. :50:Y.' 69. 22% -9. 4 0. 27% 0. 9:5:~ -25. 7 :1.. 18% 1. 10% 
1129 -28. 8 3. 30% 69. 58% -20. 4 0. 28% j., 82% -69. 7 4. 4:5% 5. 2e;~ 
1130 -32. 8 3. 42:.:: 67. 68% -25. 4 0. 54% 1. 92% -64. 7 3. 62% 4. 16% 
1131 -22. 8 3. 56% 67. 63% -H. 4 0. 62% :1.. 43% -58. 7 4. 11% 4. s=:~ 
1132 -23. 8 3. 64% 69. 00x -j.9, 4 0. 9:1.% 2. 32~: -42. 7 2. 05% ~. -,.-.. _. .,!.C·,··· 
1133 -32. 8 3. 34:Y. 67. 85% -26. 4 0. 53% 1. 65% -30. 7 -0. 05% -l1. CH:·; 
1134 -28. 8 3. 30% 70. 44% -20. 4 0. 03% j., 96% -30. 7 -e. :t.3X -0. 04:~ 
1135 -28. 8 3. 38% 68.26% -25. 4 0. 85% 1. 87% -22. 7 -0. 67% -•3. ?4:·~ 
1136 -30. 8 3. :1.4% 65. 44% -23. 4 0. :1.9% j., 26% -59. 7 2. 88% 1(1. 59:-~ 
ll37 -34. 8 3. :1.8% 65. 37% -27. 4 0. 45% j., 10% -5j.. 7 j., 43% l.. 3~% 
1138 -35. 8 3. 32% 67. 27% -32. 4 0. 7:1.% j., 87% -83. 7 4. 96% 5. 54~: 
lt39 -35. 8 3. 17% 65. 88% -30. 4 0. HX j., lUX -:1.58. 7 :1.5. 79% 18. e0x 
lt40 -35. 8 3. :1.7% 65. 01% -28. 4 0.:50% j., 36% -:1.32. 7 :1.1. 69% :1.3. 35:~ 
1141 -:1.6. 8 2. 67X 65. 55% -17. 4 0. 62% :1..86% :1.9. 3 -2. 98X -4. 17% 
tl42 -10. 8 2. 58% 64. 23% -H. 4 -0. 12x :1.. 03% 27. 3 -4. 06% -5. 23% 
lt43 -9. 8 2. 59X 65. 97% -9.4 -0. 03X 0.39% :1.6. 3 -3. 8:1.% -4. 83~: 
1144 -:1.3. 8 2. 48% 66. 69% -:1.0. 4 -0. j.7X 0. 73X -:1.3. 7 -0. 93X -1. 68% 
1145 -18. 8 2. 80% 67. 30% -:1.8. 4 0. 42X 1. 31X 9. 3 -3. 7j.X -4. 90:~ 
#46 -19. 8 2. 79% 65. 77% -15. 4 -0. 04% j., j.6% 7.3 -3.67% -4. an: 
1147 -17. 8 2. 59% 65. 32% -17. 4 0. 06% 1. 19% -7. 7 -:1.. 88% -2. es:: 
t148 -13. 8 2. 70% 67. 64% -13. 4 -0. 20x 1. 12% -10. 7 -1. 37% -2. 24% 
#49 -10. 8 2. 7l% 66. 1.9% -10. 4 0. 02% 1. 01% -7. 7 -1. 24% -:1.. 80% 
1150 -1:1.. 8 2. 65X 64. 79X -13. 4 0. 1:1.% 1. 31.% -5. 7 -1. 29% -2. 139% 
#51 -4. 8 2. 13% 64. 32% -8. 4 0. 34% j,, 35% H. 3 -2. 66% -:>. sr:.:-; 
1152 -4. 8 2. 49X 67. 43X -7. 4 0.:1.7% 1. 33~ 5. 3 -:1.. 27~ -2. 12:/. 
#53 -4. 8 2. 93% 68. 43% -3. 4 -0. :1.5% 1. 02% 0. 3 -j,, 11~ -:1.. 96% 
#54 4. 2 2. 44X 67. S2X 1. 6 0. 39~ 1. 30X 19. 3 -:1.. 67X -2. 62:~ 
lt55 7. 2 0. 54% 67. 72% 7. 6 -0. 15% 0. 59X 19. 3 -1. 21X -2.E14% 
tt56 17. 2 2. 56% 64. 33% 9. 6 -0. 01~ :1.. 24% 2:1.. 3 -1. :1.0% -2. 14;~ 
#57 13. 2 2. 59X 66. 20% 16. 6 -0. 53~ 0. 80% 28. 2 -1. 0ex -1. 69;.: 
#58 19. 2 2. 86% 67. 94% 12. 6 -0. :1.0x 1. 60% 25. 3 -1. 35% -2. 2:1.:·; 
lt59 :1.2. 2 2. 94% 67. 23% :1.0. 6 0. 00x :1.. 77(: 35'. 3 -0. 84X -L 49:·; 
#60 9. 2 2. 91% 68. 70X :1.1. 6 -0. 35% 0. 70% j,9. 3 -:1.. 06% -2. a4:~ 
tl61 12. 2 2. 87% 67. 29% 9. 6 e. 11;~ 0. 79% 20. 3 -1.04% -:1.. es:~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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185 I<EV PEFit: + > 
COUNT. t>E'i 
P.ATE FRQI1 





























































































































*) 185 I<EV OAMM~COUNTING RATES ARE GIVEN PER% 23SU ABUNDANCE. ABUNDANCE 
VALLIES FOR REFERENCE MATERIALS ARE TAKEN FROM EC-NRM-:1.71 CERTIFICATE, 
FOR UF6 3. 5001 % 23SU AND MATRIX CORRECTION FACTOR OF 1. 023:1.. IS ASSUMED. 
WALL THICKNESS CORRECTION IS MADE ACCORDINO TO VALUES MEASURED AT KFK. 
+) DUE TO PRINTER FAULT EXTERNFILLY MEASLIRED PULSER COUNTINO RATES ARE NOT 
RECORDED. 
Appendix E 
Certified and specified data 
for the Reference Sampies EC-NRM-171 
and the REIMEP-86 UF6 sample. 
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Certified Nuclear 
Reference Material 
Certificate f nalysis 
EC CER TIFIED NUCLEAR Rt:FERENCE MATERIAL 171 
235u Isotope Abundance Certified Ref~rence Material (U 30 8) 
for Gamma-Spectrometry. 
235u/u Abundances 





















The indicated uncertainties, valid for the atom and mass 
abundances, correspond to a confidence Ievel of 95%. 






The Certified Nuclear Reference Material has been prepared in 
cooperation with the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), 
Gaithersburg, MD, USA. EC Certified Nuclear Reference 
Material 171 corresponds to NBS . Standard Reference 
Material 969 
Commission of the European Communities 
Joint Research Centre 
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EC Nuclear Reference Material Set 171 
235uranium Isotope Abundance certified Reference Material 
for Gamma Spectrometry 
Can dimensions and u3o8 mass 
Container N• : CBNM 194 - 008 
Tot.Mass U10 1 : (ZOO.l t 0.2)g 
A:~ 
8 : 11.98 
c : _lO...OQ ___ _ 
6w: 69 BB 
d : ---L98o..J3.__ _ _ 
H : _JHL9;u9~--­
h : 87 00 
j : 1 02 
G!x: zo 03 
dy: 66 0 
G!z: 79 91 
o , _sz...~.z_,_z ___ _ 
E : 20 79 
f : <D I 
Bottom thickness : 1 __l.,QQ_l_.,!l!l!""-----
2 1 996 
3 z 000 
' 2 003 
5 -L..9.9'"------
6 _L.9.,.96.__ ___ _ 
7 _1_.!19.._ ___ _ 
8 _1_99.._ ___ _ 
9 1 978 
\0 I 984 
11 1 980 
12 1 978 
13 1 995 
i,, 1 993 
s,, Q 009 
X., 1 983 
Ss 0 007 
L--~~~~~~~~+-~ 
h 
1----~L ___ -----~- =J rJ 22 61.2 
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EC Nuclear Reference ~terial Set 171 
235uranium Isotope Abundance certified Reference ~terial 
for Gamma Spectrometry 
Can dimensions and u~8 mass 
Container N": __ctwM 295 • OOB 
Tot. Mass U101 : (200.1 t O.Z)g 
A : _5UQ.m._ __ 
8 ·: __l.l...9·<>----
c : _29....99 ___ _ 
~w: 69.88 
d : 1 988 
H : 88 98 
h , _az_oLn.o~...-__ 
j : 1 02 
-x: 70 04 
dy: ~....,..0'---­
dz: 79.97 
0 : ~..,.8<><0 ___ _ 
E : 20 82 
f : <D 1 
h 
1----_:_~:.J_Y ____ _ 
~-
~z 
Bottom thickness : 1 -l.JL86w11111!!!!-__ _ 
2 J...jSct_l ___ _ 
3 1.986 
t. um 
5 _1....286 __ ----
6 1.984 
7 1.980 .. ___ _ 
8 1.982 
9 1 990 
10 1 988 
11 1.966 















EC Nuclear Reference Material Set 171 
235uranium Isotope Abundance certified Reference Material 
for Gamma Spectrometry 
Can dimensions and u;a8 mass 
NDA-U30a RM programme. 
Container N": CBNH 446 - 008 




A : .. 54.18.m"'-----
B : .lZ..OQ ____ _ 
c : 35 .. 00----
16w: .. 69-...,8.."..8 ___ _ 
d : ___1_.9_8...,3c__ _ _ 
H : -M..9u9:...._ __ 
h : 86 99 
j : 1.01 
~x: 70 01 
dy: 66 0 
\fz: 79.99 
0 : 52 29 
E : 15.81 












Bottom thickness: 1 J..J!69_(!Jllt..._ _ 
2 ... .1. • .98._ __ _ 
3 ....1..98L.....----
4 J . ..;9:u:8a4 __ _ 
5 .. L992 ___ _ 
6 .J~.9.88 .. ----
7 ...L9.88. ___ _ 
8 ...1....22.2. ___ _ 
9 __l_!il!,...__ _ _ 
10 1.979 
11 1,981 
\Z 1 980 
13 ..1..9.2. 
iiJ ...l..J!!!§ ___ _ 
s" 0,005 
Xs ...1...,~~-----
Ss .J!...QQL_ __ _ 





















~ ~ ~ 








-- --·· I' 
h 
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UF6 REIMEP 1986 














UFG sample for NDA 









:t==~;z1zz22f222:z~~:::-~WELDED MO HEL 
Sampie Surface and 
Container Window 
*I height for 99.9% infinite thickness 
for 185.7 keV y-line and radiation 
perpendicular to the sample surface 
**I heightof used amount UF6 in solid 
state equivalent to a surface density 










For the Use of the Enrichment 
meter Technique and 
ECNRM 171 forcalibration 
-$35,0±0, 1 0 
I +l 
I 0 
i I $43,0±0, 1 
Aluminium • 0 
0 
-
cplW,O±O, 1 0 
I ~I 
Monel • 
* 1 materials identical with those 
used for UF6 test samples and 
reference samples EC NRM 171 
respectively 
- E 6 - App. 7 
App. NDA-1 
UF6 IMEP 1986 
FURTHER lNFORMATION 
Measurement of235U atomic isotope abundance by Gamma Spectrometry and 
using EC NRM 171 for calibrations (see also App. N DA-2). 
The impurity content of the UFs was determined by SSMS (spark source mass 
spectrometry) after conversion to U30s and found to be less than 200 ± 
100 llg·g-1. 
The date of the filling of the monel containers with UFG (equivalent to the date of 
chemical Separation of protactinium) is given below (please note that the 
individual sample N° is located on the top of each sample): 
Sampie N° 2 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 12 14 
Fillingdate (1986) 01.08 31.07 24.07 24.07 07.08 31.07 24.07 30.07 29.07 30.07 
In order to obtain a uniform sample thickness in solid state (temperature < 65°C!!) 
and almost infinite thickness for 185.7 ke V gamma rays over almost the full 
sample surface, a special temperature treatment has been performed ensuring an 
infinity ofthickness > 99.9 %. 
2) Ca I ibration of gamma measurements by using EC NRM 171 
Participants are invited to study the User's Manual for EC NRM 171 (KFK Report 
3752) supplied together with the reference samples. 
All participants are requested to use the same matrix correction factor, Km = 
1.0231 for calibrating their UFs gamma measurements with U30s reference 
material in order to get comparable results. CBNM is presently working on an 
accurate experimental determination of Km and will inform participants about the 
results as soon as these are available. 
Container windows through which the gamma radiation is measured are different 
for UFs samples (- 2 mm monel) and EC NRM 171 reference samples ( -2 mm 
aluminium). In order to avoid or minimize correction procedures,calibration disks 
are provided which will allow to perform all measurements with almost identical 
windows. For performing corrections: 
the window thicknesses of EC NRM 171 samples are available together with 
the corresponding documcntation (the material for the EC NRM 171 windows 
is identical to the one of the Al calibration disks). 
the attenuation ofgamma rays of 185.7 keV is (for small corrections): 
- 3.4% per mm for the aluminium used. 
- 13% per mm for the monel used. 
Caution: .. Keep the ambient temperature ofUFG samples always below 55°C. 
Appendix F 
Relevant formulae, values and figures 
from "User's manual", KfK Report 3752 
I 
.._. -~ c 0.5% Q2% (J) collimator 
E 
..c heght He [ em] -~ ·~ 1000 1' 
c 
a. 
(J) 1 '$. 
cf2. 500 2 2' 
Ln 
- 34 d 
-;-
hl I II' "§ 
Ul 
















0 20 50' S.Oh ·g (J) 
.._. 
0 10h ~ ..._ 10 -~ 
)( 
§ 5 200' 20h .~ --~ 
0 
E 2 500 ~ E g 
11; 1 :~ .X. 0 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 6 
.- collimator diameter Oe [cml 
Fig. 3.7 Recommended collimator dimensions, expected counting rates and approxirnate 
counting times. 
Upper llmits for collimator dimensions given by dashed lines refer to the indicated 
U30s material density, and to standard sample containers with 7 cm inner diameter. 
Collimator geometries in the shaded region do not fulfill the "quasi-infinite" sam-
ple condition for the Reference Samples EC-NRM-171/NBS-~RM-969. 
~ 
1-" 
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Fig. 3.7 can be utilized also to determine the suitable 
collimator geometries if uranium compounds other than u3o8 are 
measured in the· empty reference can. In this case, instead of 
using the true sample density p of the uranium compound x 
. X 
under assay, an effective sample density peff must be applied 
in Fig. 3.7: 
( 3. 9) 
where ~(x) and ~(u3 o 8 ) denote the mass attenuation coefficients 
of the uranium compound x and u3o8 , respectivel~. For uo 2 , e.g., 
the 1.1 ratio in eq. 3. 9 evaluates to a value of 1. 0 35, which is 
very close to 1. Therefore, Fig. 3.7 may be directly used for 
both types of uranium oxides, uo 2 and u3o8 , as well. 
Table C2 Mass attenuation coefficients for 185.7 keV photons 
for scme uranium compounds. 
Molecular mass Mass attenuation 
Uranium compound -1 (g·mol ) [ 21 J ff . . ( 2 -1) coe ~c~ent cm ·g 
U metal 238 1 • 4 7 3 
uo 2 270 1. 31 3 
U308 842 1. 26 8 
UF 4 314 1 . 1 4 5 
UF6 352 1. 0 3 4 
Uranyl nitrate 502 0.767 
uo 2 (N0 3 ) 2 •6H20 
----------~------------------------------------------------------
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3.3 Sample matrix composition 
All elements other than uranium present in the sample ~a­
terial are considered here as rnatrix material. Obviously, the 
attenuation of photans in the matrix material reduces the obser-
ved 186 keV ga~-ray flux at the sample surface, and thus in-
fluences the measured 235 u enrichment value. This influence is 
described by _the matrix attenuation factor B derived in Appen-
dix A: 
1 
B = (3.16) 
N. • o. 
1 + E ~ ~ 
ifU NU • 0 U 
for the case that the matrix is given in terms of atom frac-
tion Ni/NU, or, equivalently, 
B (3.16a) 
if the matrix is given as mass fraction Pi/pu of uranium. 
pi/pu are the rnass ratios, Ni/NU are the atom ratios, ~i and ~U 
are the mass attenuation coefficients, and o 1 and oU are the 
photon attenuation cross sections for matrix material i and 
uranium, respectively. The surr~ation extends over all matrix 
elements i. 
Table 3.4 Matrix attenuation factors, matrix correction factors, 
and relative change of the 186 keV gamma-ray counting 
rate for some uranium compounds 
(u 3o 8 used as reference) 
Uranium ·Matrix attenuation 
compound factor B 
U metal 1.0000 
uo 2 0.9886 
U308 0.9849 
UF 4 0.9750 
UF6 0. 96 30 
Uranyl nitrate 0.9098 
U0 2 (N0 3 ) 2 ·6H 20 
Relative change 
of 186 keV gamma 
counting rate 
+ 1. 51 % 
+ 0.38 % 
0 (reference) 
- 1. 00 % 
- 2.22 % 
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A.2 Gamma-ray transmission through a collimator 
For a cylindrically shaped collimator with a diameter D 
c 
and a height H0 , we get the nurober of 186 keV photons penetrat-
ing this collimator per unit time: 
02 [2H2 I 0 Y1 =enr• I (TT_s_) • _ _s: 














Nurober of 185.7 keV photons emitted per cm 2 surface area of an 
infinitely thick U metal sample into the halfspace (2n) per secend 
per % 235u isotope abundance (atom %) , neglecting coherent photon 
scattering and assuming uniform 235u isotope abundance in the sam-
ple: 
A.3 Gamma absorbing material between sample and detector 
In a real gamma counting set-up one will always find some 
gamma-absorbing material between sample and detector, as, e.g., 
the sample containment or, at least, the detector cover. It is 
of interest here to quantify the influence of such absorber ma-
terials on the observed gamma counting rate. We assume that it 
is possible to corobine all absorbers to a layer of uniform thick-
ness, which is oriented in parallel to the collimator surface. As 
can be seen from Fig. A4, the path length of an 186 keV photon 
through the absorber layer depends on the inclination angle 8 be-
tween the,direction of the radiation and the collimator axis. 
The photon attenuaticn increases with increasing angle 8. 
Fig. A4 
Path length of gamma rays 
through an absorber layer. 
The mean path length through the absorber with respect to 
the photons, which are observed in the gamma detector, depends 
on the angular distribution of the radiation source and on the 
angular acceptance of the counting geometry. 
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The Fhoton attenuation in an absorbing layer is usually 
given as the ratio of photon counting rates observed with ar.d 
without the absorber. In order to simplify the presentation of 
the attenuation correction required for varying container wall 
thickness d, we define a wall thickness correction factor 
Kabs by: 
or 
ThEn the term 
N186(d) 
N186(d=O) 
- ;l.•K "d 
abs · 
=: e 
ln N186 (d=O) - ln N186 (d) K 
abs =: A·d 
(A27) 
describes the effective mean path length deff of the photans 
through the absorbing layer with a thickness d. It should be 
noteä that the value of K b depends on the specific parameters 
a s 
of the particular counting geometry and on properties of the 







'.C - lorge-oreo delectO< / 
thid<ness -CD ./ 
'- 0.50 ···--- torge-oreo delec!O< .-/ QJ 
.. ·-/ .0 !rickness - 0 
L.. 
--- poill deleclor 0 
lll 
.0 
.... ·/ 0 0.20 QJ I 
.2: I 0~ I QJ I 0.10 I 
"' 
.. 
QJ .D I 0 I 
-::X:: I 0 I 
QJ 005 I lll I 0 I QJ 
'- I u I 
.!;; I 
0 002 I I c I 
.Q I 0 I 
0 0.01 
.!= 0.2 0.5 10 20 50 
~,;;ollimotQr diometer _lli_ 
collirrctor height He 
Fig. A6 Fractional increase of the effective absorber thickness 
(K b - 1) relative to a very narrow collimator as a 
a s 
function of the collimator geometry, given for three 
types of gamw.a detectors. 
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Table C3 Linear attenuation coefficients for 185.7 keV photons 
for some absorber materials. 
Absorber 
material 




Brass (61.5 % Cu 
35.5 % Zn 















coefficient (cm- 1) 
0.14 
0.329 
1. 25 
1.38 
1.58 
2.78 
12.8 
17. 1 
